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Summer Roll Practice
Joint AWC / GCA Summer Roll Practice will be held at Stone Mountain

Lake this year beginning in May and running through the end of daylight
savings time in October.  Sessions are sched-
uled for Wednesdays at 6:00 (or earlier).
Admission is free once you enter the park (a
season pass is highly recommended if you
plan to attend multiple sessions).

To get there, enter the park from the
Stone Mountain Freeway (East Entrance)
and take the first left. Continue about a
mile until the road crosses the dam and
take the first right into the parking lot.  The boat ramp is on the right.

Use the area around the ramp to load and unload boats only.  There is a
fair amount of power boat traffic putting in and taking out at the ramp.  Once
in the water, try to stay clear of the ramp for the same reason.

Note:  Park regulations do not allow "swimming" at this location, so if you
are in the water spotting for someone, an explanation to the park officials may
be in order.  So far no one has been cited for a violation there.

Volunteers are needed to help with kayak, canoe and C-1 rolling.  Your
help is appreciated!

Board of Directors Meeting
The Board of Directors meeting (postponed from June) will be held on

Sunday, July 25, at 6:00 pm at Haynes and Gina Johnson's house at 340 Clear
Spring Court, Marietta.  The home number is 770.971.1542.  We will have
sandwiches and munchies.

Directions are as follows:  I-75 north past I-285.  Go to South Marietta
Parkway and exit right.  Go to second traffic light, Lower Roswell Road, and
turn right.  Go to next traffic light, Old Sewell, and turn left.  Turn left at the
next light on to Holt Road.  Take the next left into Weatherstone.  Go through
two stop signs.  Clear Spring Court is the third left after the second stop sign.
340 is a yellow house on a hill on the right, about 2/3 of the way up to the cul-
de-sac.

All are welcome.  Please let me know who is coming so I know how many
sandwiches we will need.  Thank you, Gina Johnson.

See the Southeastern Championship Races
recap on pages 12 thru 18.

The annual photo essay of the
Southeasterns will appear in the Au-
gust Eddy Line if we can resolve
some significant technical difficul-
ties.  Apologies and thanks to Sam
"Samiam" Blackwell, who sent us a
treasure trove of pictures for the
spread.
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Who Ya Gonna Call?
The following list is provided for
your convenience:
For general information about
the club - Call the club telephone

number, 770.421.9729, and leave a message.  Someone
will get back to you.
To volunteer to help with club activities - Call
President Gina Johnson at 770.971.1542 or contact the
committee chairperson for your area of interest.
For information on payment of dues or membership
status - Call Treasurer Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734.
To sign up for a club trip - Call the trip coordinator at
the number listed on the activity list.
To sign up to lead a club trip - Call Cruise Master Steve
Reach at 770.760.7357.
For change of address or for Eddy Line subscription

information - Call Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734.
If you didn’t receive your Eddy Line - Call Ed Schultz
at 404.266.3734.
For information on GCA clinics - Call the clinic
coordinator listed on the clinic schedule, or call Training
Director Jim Albert at 770.414.1521.
For information on winter roll practice - Call Revel
Freeman at 404.261.8572.
For information on placing want ads in The Eddy
Line - Call Newsletter Editor Allen Hedden at 770.426
.4318, or see "To place an ad" in the Want Ad section of The
Eddy Line.
For information on commercial ads - Call Newsletter
Editor Allen Hedden at 770.426.4318.
For information on videos and books available from
the GCA Library - Call GCA Librarian Denise Colquitt
at 770.854.6636.

The Eddy Line (USPS 017773), published monthly, is the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305.   Annual subscription price of $20.00 is included in the $25.00 membership dues.  Periodicals postage
paid at Atlanta, GA.  POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association, P.O.Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.
READERS: Send old and new addresses and an Eddy Line address label.  Telephone 770.421.9729.

Copyright © 2004 by the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc.  Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do
not necessarily represent the official views and policies of the club.  Articles and trip reports are edited only for grammar, punctuation, spelling, vulgar
or obscene language, and to fit in allocated space.  No substantive changes are made in any material published herein.  Eddy Line  material published
herein and not individually designated as copyrighted by other than the GCA may be copied, reprinted, republished or otherwise disseminated to other
paddling organizations having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA.  Proper credit should be given.  Publication of paid advertisements herein
does not constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised, or the advertiser.

Submitting Eddy Line Material
Deadline for material to be submitted for publication in the next Eddy Line is the fifth of the month, i.e., for the January issue, material
should be submitted no later than December fifth. The editor must receive all articles, trip reports and want ads by the deadline or
they MAY NOT be published in the next issue.  To submit material via EMAIL, send to gacanoe@mindspring.com.  The text of an
article can be placed in the body of a message, and photo images can be attached to the message as attached files.  To submit material
via COMPUTER DISK submit articles or trip reports on a 3-1/2 inch IBM/DOS formatted disk as an ASCII text file labeled with a
".txt" file extension, or as a text file on a 3-1/2 inch high density MacIntosh formatted disk, and include a printed copy (Disks returned
only if requested).  To submit material via U.S. MAIL, send to: Allen Hedden, 2923 Piedmont Drive, Marietta, GA 30066.  All
classified ads will be run for two months unless otherwise requested.  Hand-written or phoned in material CANNOT be accepted.
Contact Newsletter Editor Allen Hedden at 770.426.4318 for questions.  Thanks for your cooperation.

GCA Executive Committee
President .............................................. Gina Johnson
Vice President ............................................ Dick Hurd
Secretary ................................................. Tom Bishop
Treasurer .................................................. Ed Schultz
Member Services Chair ................... Gabriella Schlidt
Recreation Chair ............................ Gretchen Mallins
Resource Development Chair ............. Cameron Pach
River Protection Chair .............................. Don Kinser
Training Chair ........................................... Jim Albert

Board of Directors Meetings
The Georgia Canoeing Association Board of Directors
meetings are held quarterly during the last month of the
quarter (March, June, September, December).  The time,
date and location is announced in The Eddy Line.  All
members are encouraged to attend.  If you have an item for
discussion, please call GCA President Gina Johnson at
770.971.1542 so she can add your item to the agenda.
Attending Board meetings is a great way to become more
involved with the GCA.  Your participation would be much
apreciated.
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Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips.  Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate
venue if the water levels and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable.  Call early in the week to ensure you get
a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed to attract those boaters who have completed a
formal training clinic and would like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic
and expanding skill levels.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips:  Call the Cruise Master, Steve Reach at 770.760.7357.  As usual, we need trip
coordinators for all types of trips, from flat water to class 5 white water.  Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts
of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today!  The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation).  Your
cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice:  Wednesday evenings from 6:00 PM until dark, May thru the end of Daylight Savings Time in October
at the lake at Stone Mountain Park.  See announcement in this issue of The Eddy Line.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

July
3 Hiwassee Class 1-2 Trained Beginner Jack Taylor 770.998.0350
4 Hiwassee Class 1-2 Trained Beginner Jack Taylor 770.998.0350
10 Hiwassee Class 1-2 Trained Beginner William Gatling 770.529.7103
10 Chattooga (Note 1) Class 3-4 Advanced Peter Chau 864.885.9477
11 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Peter Chau 864.885.9477
15 Ocoee Class 3-4 Advanced Allen Hedden 770.426.4318
17 Broad (Note 3) Class 1-2 Trained Beginner Connie Venuso 404.633.8038
17 Cartecay Class 2-3 Intermediate Sue McConnell 404.634.7069
17 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Peter Chau 864.885.9477
18 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Peter Chau 864.885.9477
24 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate John Scott 770.421.2451
24 Ocoee Class 3-4 Advanced Roger Toebben 770.804.9416
25 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate John Scott 770.421.2451
25 Board of Directors Meeting — Haynes & Gina Johnson's Home (Note 2) Gina Johnson 404.512.0832
27 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Mike Winchester 770.319.8969
31 Metro Chattahoochee (Note 4) Class 1-2 Trained Beginner Steve Reach 770.760.7357
31 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Mike Winchester 770.319.8969
31 Ocoee Class 3-4 Advanced Mike Huff 706.342.9879

August
1 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Mike Winchester 770.319.8969
6 Ocoee Class 3-4 Advanced Allen Hedden 770.426.4318
7 Chattooga (Note 1) Class 3-4 Advanced Peter Chau 864.885.9477
8 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Peter Chau 864.885.9477
14 Ocoee Class 3-4 Advanced Mike Huff 706.342.9879
14 Chattooga (Note 1) Class 3-4 Advanced Peter Chau 864.885.9477
15 Broad (Note 3) Class 1-2 Trained Beginner Connie Venuso 404.633.8038
15 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Peter Chau 864.885.9477
21 Chattooga Section 4 Class 3-4 Advanced Roger Nott 770.536.6923
22 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Joy Scott 770.421.2451
28 Chattooga (Note 1) Class 3-4 Advanced Peter Chau 864.885.9477
29 Nantahala Class 2-3 Intermediate Peter Chau 864.885.9477

Note 1: Section 3 or 3-1/2, depending on water level.
Note 2: Open Board meeting, Gina and Haynes Johnson's house, club members invited.
Note 3: Broad River trips will run only if water level allows.
Note 4: Cruise Master's Cruise — Palisades section — new paddlers especially welcome.
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Announcements

GCA Email List
The GCA email list has at this

printing about 300 subscribers.  Here's
how the list works:

By sending an email to "gcalist@yahoogroups.com"
you automatically reach all subscribers to the list with the
message.  Only those subscribed to the list can send email
to the list.

To subscribe to the list, send an email to "gcalist-
subscribe@yahoogroups.com".  You will receive a verifica-
tion that you are subscribed and a welcome message with
instructions on how to unsubscribe and various other
commands available through the service.  Be sure to save
this information for future reference.

All GCA announcements and forwarded email from
other sources concerning new river access issues, late

GCA Library Items
The GCA Library has many videotapes and
books available to any GCA member.  All you
have to do is call GCA Librarian Denise
Colquitt at 770.854.6636 to find out what is
available. The cost is $3.00 per tape or book
for postage and handling.
Any / all donations or loans to the library are
welcome.  (Please, no bootleg video copies.)
Send them to:

Denise Colquitt
3794 Glenloch Road
Franklin, GA  30217

The following items are currently available:
Videos:
Canoes by Whitesell
Cold, Wet & Alive
Expedition Earth
Faultline (Will Reeves)
First Descents (North Fork Payette)
Grace Under Pressure (learning the kayak
roll)
I Said Left, Stupid:  A Video Guide to the
Chattooga River (Sect. 2 & 3)
In the Surf
Introduction to Canoeing
Mohawk Canoes (promotional w/detailed boat
outfitting instructions)
Mohawk Whitewater Canoes (promotional w/
detailed outfitting instructions)
Only Nolan (Promotional, Canoe Technique)
Path of the Paddle:  Quiet Water
Path of the Paddle:  White Water
Performance Sea Kayaking (the basics & be-
yond)
Play Daze
Retendo

Solo Playboating!
The C-1 Challenge
The Middle Fork of the Salmon River
(Idaho) — by Photographic Expeditions
Trailside:  White Water Canoeing the
Chattooga River
Vortox -- low cost storm water sampler
Waterwalker (Bill Mason)
Whitewater Self Defense
Books:
A Canoeing and Kayakng Guide to the Streams
of Florida
A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to the Streams
of Kentucky
ACanoeing and Kayaking Guide to the
Streams of Ohio, Vols I & II
A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to the Streams
of Tennessee-Vol I & II
A Hiking Guide to the Trails of Florida
A Paddler's Guide to the Obed Emory Water-
shed
ACA Canoeing & Kayannng Instructors Guide
Alabama Canoe Rides
AMC White Water Handbook
American Red Cross Canoeing & Kayaking
Arkansas information (assorted)
Basic River Canoeing
Brown's Guide to Georgia
Buyer's Guide 1993 (Canoe Magazine)
Buyer's Guide 1994 (Paddler Magazine)
Buyer's Guide 1996 (Paddler Magazine)
California Whitewater - A Guide to the Rivers
Canoe Racing (Marathon & Down River)
Canoeing Wild Rivers
Carolina Whitewater (Western Carolina)
Endangered Rivers & the Conservation Move-
ment
Florida information (assorted)

Georgia Mountains
Godforsaken Sea:  Racing the World’s Most
Dangerous Waters
Happy Isles of Oceana:  Paddling the Pacific
Homelands: Kayaking the Inside Passage
Idaho Whitewater
Indiana Canoeing Guide
Kentucky Wild Rivers
Missouri Ozark Waterways
Northern Georgia Canoe Guide
Ohio County Maps & Recreational Guide
Paddle America (Guide to trips & outfitters)
Paddle to the Amazon - The World's Longest
Canoe Trip
Paddling SC-Palmetto State River Trails
Path of the Paddle
People Proteeting Rivers
Pole, paddle & Portage
River Rescue
River Safety Anthology
River's End (Stories)
Sea Kayaking Canada's West Coast
Song of the Paddle
Southeastern Whitewater
Southern Georgia Canoeing
The Georgia Conservancy Guide to the North
The Lower Canyons of the Rio Grande
The Mighty Mulberry-A Canoeing Guide
They Shoot Canoes, Don't they?
White Water Tales of Terror
WhiteWaterTrips (British Columbia &Wash-
ington)
Wildwater (Sierra Club Guide)
WildwaterWestVirginia
 Youghiogheny-Appalachian River
Maps:
The Big South Fork

GCA Web Page
Check it out at http://www.georgiacanoe.org.  We are

continually adding information and links of value to pad-
dlers.  Send your ideas for updates to Web Master Allen
Sinquefield by using the e-mail link for WebGuy at the site.
Membership applications, GCA waivers and other forms
for use by members are posted on the site.

breaking news items of interest to the paddling commu-
nity, etc., will be sent out via the GCA email list at
gcalist@yahoogroups.com.  If you want to receive any of
this information, please subscribe to the list using the
above instructions.  Also, don't be shy about using the list
to send out or to request information about paddling
related topics, rivers you're interested in, etc.

By the way, should you change or lose your email ID,
please take a minute to "unsubscribe" your old ID and/or
to "subscribe" your new one.
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Mail Failure Notices
Each month the Electronic Eddy Line receives nu-

merous mail failure notices against members' email IDs.
If your email address comes back with a mail failure
notice, you will be deleted from the recipient list for the
Electronic Eddy Line until we get a request to be added
back with a current email address.

Also, if we get a number of mail failure notices
against an email ID on the GCA Email List, that ID is
automatically unsubscribed by the listserve software.  It is
the subscriber's responsibility to maintain the subscrip-
tion with the current email ID.  Your cooperation is
appreciated — it makes less work for our all volunteer
staff.

Support Our GCA Supporters
The GCA web site now features a GCA Supporters

web page with links to the companies that support GCA
financially by advertising with us.  Help out those who help
us out — patronize our financial supporters!!

Thanks!

Weekday Paddlers
Did you know that GCA has a list of paddlers avail-

able to paddle during the week?  We now have 70+ entries
on the weekday paddlers list, including members who are
retired persons, those with variable or non-standard work
schedules, those availble to paddle weekdays when school
is out (students and teachers), and even those who have a
lot of vacation time to burn and want to take vacation days
for paddling.  The list includes members who paddle
smooth water as well as all classes of white water.

If you would like to be included in the list, please call
Allen Hedden at 770.426.4318 and leave your name, phone
number, days of the week you are available to paddle, and
class of water (flat, I thru V) that you are interested in

paddling.  You will then receive an up-to-date copy of the
list.  The list will be re-published quarterly (January,
April, July, October).

Updates are available by request through the GCA
phone line.  If you received your copy of the list more than
3 months ago, you should request an updated copy.  There
have been considerable changes to the list.  To receive an
up-to-date copy, call the GCA phone line at 770.421.9729
and leave your name and address with a request for the
updated list.

Canoe Outfitting & Repair
Featuring Voyageur™ Products

Custom outfitting of your open canoe or C-1
Saddles, thigh straps, air bags, knee pads, skid plates

and more
ABS repair for worn, cracked or broken hulls

Canoe Instruction
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels

Call Allen Hedden 770.426.4318
Email canoeist@mindspring.com

Upcoming Events of Interest
July 31 — Paddle for the Bay (MAPA), Sea Kayak Race —
8-miles, Ocean — Virginia Beach, VA, Lilly Gilbert,
877.431.8566.
July 31 — Dan River Race, 5-miles Down River Canoe &
Kayak races, class II-III —  Claudeville, VA, William
McDuffie, 910.948.2609.
August 14 — Delmarva Flat Water Race, Location to be
announced, Survival Products, 410.543.1244, www
.survivalproducts.com.
September 11-12 — Tsali Challenge Triathlon — 3-mile
lake paddle, 4.5 mile trail run, 12-mile Mtn Bike at Tsali
Recreational Area — NOC, Bryson City, NC, 800.232.7238.
September 25 — Mountain Island Challenge (Racing and
recreational kayaks only) — Mountain Island Lake, Char-
lotte, NC, Rick Garcia 704.588.8221.
September 25-26 — Outdoorsman Triathlon, swim 1-
mile, run 4-mile, canoe 8-mile class II — Wesser, NC, Kirk
Havens, 804.785.2107, kirk@vims.edu, Ed Sharp, 540.752
.5400, e.sharp@att.net.
October 2 — Lumber River Challenge — Lumberton, NC,
9.5 miles for Rec Canoe & Kayak, 40-miles for USCA C-
1, C-2 and kayak, William McDuffie, 910.948.2609.
October 10 — Perennial Paddle (MAPA), USCA C-1, Rec
Canoes. & Kayaks — Norfolk Botanical Gardens, Nor-
folk, VA, Chuck Conley, 757.464.5794, wolfsdad@att.net.
October 29-31 — NOC Guest Appreciation Festival —
Nantahala River, Wesser, NC, 800.232.7238.

Basic White Water Safety Course
On Saturday, July 17, the GCA will offer a one-day

safety course, based on the American Canoe Association's
Basic White Water Safety curriculum.  This course focuses
on the skills needed to immediately effect a rescue after an
incident has occurred.

The course will be a full day of learning and practic-
ing simple safety concepts and rescue techniques.  This
will be an active participation course, with lots of skills
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practice both in and out of the water.  Topics will include:
Preparing for a safe trip.
Recognizing and avoiding hazards.
Using a throw rope.
Self rescue.
Land, water and boat-based rescues.

The course will be held in Bryson City, NC, with
water-based exercises held on the Tuckaseigee River.  If
you've never taken a river safety course, or haven't taken
one in a couple of years, this is an excellent first course or
refresher.  The course is open to paddlers of all skill levels.
The only requirement is basic swimming ability.  Cost of
the course is $25.

For further information, or to register for the course,
contact Brannen Proctor at 770.664.7384 or bproctor@
mindspring.com.

Middle Fork Salmon — July 5,
2005

Hi Paddling and Adventure Friends:  Great news!
The absolute best week for the best overnight river trip in
the world just opened up.  Canyons Inc is holding at least
10 spots for our group for a 5 day trip to launch on July 5,
2005 (Tuesday) and take off on July 10 (Sunday).  This is
historically the best week for good water and weather, but
no guarantees.  It snowed on us on July 4th once.  They can
take a total of 24 people on a first come basis.

Here is the tentative schedule:
1.  Arrive and stay in Boise Idaho on Monday, July 4, 2005
(your cost).
2.  On Tuesday, July 5, charter flights from Boise to
airfield near river.  Then bus 13 miles to river.  Put on
about 10 a.m.
3.  Tuesday through Sunday on river, about 100 miles.
Take off about noon on Sunday, July 10.
4.  Bus to Salmon, then charter flight to Boise — arrive
about 5:30 p.m.
5.  After July 10, several of us plan to rent cars and visit
Glacier National Park (and/or Yellowstone and Tetons),
spending another week as hiking tourists.

Canyons is owned by Les Bechdel, formerly of NOC
and co-author of River Rescue Manual.  We have used
them before and food and service is outstanding.  They
have many open boats, kayaks and inflatables, if you don’t
want to bring your own.  Rafters are welcome, as ideal mix
is half rafters.  They will have paddle raft if 6 volunteers.
They can also furnish tents, sleeping bags and pads, etc.

Canyons has guaranteed prices at 2004 rates for
anyone getting their deposit in by end of summer.  Price is
$1770 including charter flights both ways or $1550 with-

out flights.  They will also give each of us a 10% group
discount if there are more than 10, so be sure to mention
you are with Klausman Group.

The deposit is $400 each by check or Visa or Master
Card.  You can call Canyons toll free at 888.634.2600 or
email at info@CanyonsInc.com.  Check out their web site
at www.canyonsinc.com.  Call or email me if you think you
can go, and get your application and deposit in before space
is gone.

Best regards, Hank and Sabrina Klausman.

From the Soggy Clipboard of the
Cruise Master

Just came back from the Chattooga cleanup trip led
by Roger Nott.  It was a beautiful day on that spectacular
class III-IV Wild and Scenic River up along the northeast-
ern corner of Georgia, and I got to paddle the hard stuff
with some really experienced boaters, which is something
I especially love about participating in club trips.  The
river was running at a low level, and was already surpris-
ingly clean; nevertheless we hauled out several giant
garbage bags full of beer cans, plastic bottles, floating toys,
Styrofoam, junk, articles of clothing, nastiness, fishing
flotsam, balls, and pieces of canoe, most of which was
concentrated in convenient brush jumbles where eddies
had been at higher water.

After celebrating with libations (supplied by our
esteemed trip leader) at the Woodall Shoals take-out
point, we all relocated to a nice Mexican restaurant in
Gainesville and ate dinner.  This trip had all the classic
elements we should be striving for in club activities;
adventure travel, great company, paddling education,
challenging white water, environmental activism,
volunteerism, community awareness and post-trip group
chow sessions.  Maybe add camping and other outdoor
activities to that list, although we didn't this time, unless
you want to count the hiking — half a mile each way in and
out of the gorge with all the gear on our backs.

GCA TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES IN JULY
7/10 Beginner Recreational Kayak
7/10 Sea Kayak Advanced Skills and Maneuvers
7/17 Basic White Water Safety
7/31 Trained Beginner White Water Kayak (See training
schedule elsewhere in newsletter for details)

ABLE BODIES NEEDED — Our club operates en-
tirely on the shoulders of willing volunteers — without you
guys we can't maintain our excellent calendar of paddling
opportunities.   Don't be shy if you have never done it
before, it's no more difficult than running the Hiwassee in
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an inner tube with a group of unruly teenagers.  Actually
it's even easier than that.  Call 770.760.7357 or e-mail
gca_trip@yahoo.com if you would like to participate.  I
have all the stuff you will need to be an official GCA Trip

Coordinator.
A great round of thanks to all the volunteers this

month!  See ya on the river!
- Steve Reach

Welcome New Members — Directory Additions
The following is a list of all members who have joined the club since the last update.  We will try to include this

information on an on-going basis so you can add new members to your Directory.  New members are the life blood and
the future of the club.  Thank you for joining us!!

Bixler, Amy
714 Sunny Field Lane
Lawrenceville GA 30043
678-985-7748
770-481-9380
678-794-4534
pink_hardhat@yahoo.com
amy.bixler@bovislendlease.com

Curtin, Chris
1796 Homestead Ave
Atlanta GA 30306
404-630-0156
christead@yahoo.com

Frankland, David
33110 Deer Trail
Alpharetta GA 30004
678-297-0643
678-228-3178
678-770-8243
gca@davidfrankland.com

Gill, Tim
PO Box 1656
Branford FL 32008
386-935-9325
386-208-3760
tbtgill@wmconnect.com

Harris, Robert W.
284 Pleasant Hill Church Road NE
Winder GA 30680
770-867-4260
770-962-5911
robert_harris@sailors-engineering
.com
billyharris@earthlink.net

Holliday, Brian M.
323 Girl Scout Road
Lizella GA 31052
478-836-3916
478-745-5200
bholliday80@yahoo.com

Keller, Thomas & Denise
518 Victoria Road
Woodstock GA 30189
770-591-0980
678-525-1852
tkeller154@aol.com
baloata@aol.com

Kramer, Steve & Cindy
3790 High Green Drive
Marietta GA 30068
678-978-8937
www.remarks51@earthlink.net

Lewis, Jamie & Amy
6927 Roswell Road Apt B
Atlanta GA 30328
404-295-5860
404-370-7350
770-441-2536
jamielewis76@yahoo.com
amylewis99@yahoo.com

Noble, Jennifer
3407 Mission Ridge Circle
Atlanta GA 30339
770-432-7202
770-924-6622
j_lnoble@yahoo.com

Schmidt, Richard E.
500 Lighthouse Lane
Peachtree City GA 30269
770-487-6501
770-486-0967
res1572@msn.com

Skinner, Samuel W., PhD
225 Starboard Point
Roswell GA 30076
770-993-0756
678-585-7757
swskinner@charter.net

"Life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty and well preserved body,
but rather to skid in side-ways, thoroughly used up, totally worn out, and loudly proclaiming: Wow.... What
a ride!!!"

   -  Unknown.
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Paddlers' Rescue Festival
by Fred Couch

When young kids, and the kids in some
adults, see the better paddlers among us do
those awe inspiring outdoor trips, river and
waterfall runs, they aspire to that thrill often too
soon after boat buying.  In 25 years of beginner
white water instruction I always passed out a
sheet afterwards telling people what rivers they are now
qualified to attempt, which to avoid, a list of area clubs,
and where to seek higher or professional training.

All that got me to thinking — how could I develop an
opportunity to attract kids, beginner and intermediate
paddlers to an event that would just "expose" them to the
basics of safety and rescue?  Who would help me?  How
could I reach them?  Make it fun oriented?  What are the
basics?  Where would this be done?  Could it be done well
enough to be copied again elsewhere, thereby helping save
and protect many lives?

In my 35 years plus paddling canoes and kayaks on
flat and moving water, I have participated in or witnessed
many mistakes that could have been avoided early on via
some exposure to the basics of safety and rescue.  And, in
25 years of my local beginner instruction, a pattern of
understanding beginner and intermediate needs devel-
oped.

So about 5 years ago, with constant talk on trips and
a barrage of emails to many other advanced and interme-
diate paddlers, I begin sharing my desire to create an
opportunity for the average person to be exposed to safety
and rescue.  I convinced the Environmental Policy Insti-
tute (EPIC) at Jacksonville State University (JSU) to join
me in the effort.  And I developed a following of under-
standing, input and initiative from Trained Rescue In-
structors at the GCA, TSRA, Huntsville Canoe Club, and
in Birmingham Clubs.

Then, after listening at length to me, Gordon Black
(formerly Head of Instruction at Nantahala Outdoor Cen-
ter) now of the American Canoe Association, Rescue and
Safety Coordinator, signed on with ACA's support, then
EPIC had a formal organizing meeting on May 17 at JSU.
Event:  Paddlers' Rescue Festival
Proposed date & location:  April 23 & 24, 2005,
Terrapin Creek near Centre, AL.

I have a longtime desire to create a 2 day (one
weekend) rescue rodeo with all the Southeast clubs to-
gether involved at a central location.  My goals are (1) to
expose the neophytes, novices, recent boat buyers (usually
with no fear) to the basics of rescue — not a full fledged
course — but enough to whet their desire / impel their

psyche to take a formal accredited rescue course
— ex: basic equipment needs, strainers, portages,
rope throw, broaching, ferry to rescue, basic rope
& carabiner use, rescue kit items, bee sting prepa-
ration, CPR.

The second day would be goal #2 — a team
competition for financial/"stuff" rewards in river
rescue — teams could be national groups, club
groups, and/or some from the previous day —

showing the first day group what can be done under
pressure.  (and what they REALLY need to know!)  Goal #3
is to be so successful with this, it will be replicated
nationwide by other groups of states, and repeated annu-
ally, thereby increasing safety in our sport.

From the May 17 meeting, it was decided to use one
mile of the class 1-2 Terrapin Creek (enough for beginners)
in Northeast Alabama, between Centre and Piedmont —
to do a hands-on approach with 5 to 7 'stations' staffed by
qualified river instructors in that one mile downriver run.
With a maximum of 10 people per class, or about 4 hours
per group on river, that equates to maybe 6 to 7 hours of
instructor need if maxed out in need.  In addition, to lessen
bank impact, bleachers would be set up for the 'audience'
to watch competition rescue situations being handled by
amateur and professional teams.

To staff the 'stations', judge the competitions, and set
up display space advertising their club, ad f'ineteum, we
need people from the many clubs around the Terrapin to
assist.  We are also asking each club to honor a coupon to
attendees completing the weekend of $10 towards any
accredited, or formal, 2 or more day safety and rescue
course they perform.  ACA has already agreed to so honor.

We felt a swap meet or festival would be an addition
most likely to attract participants, too.  And, we are
welcoming any outfitter that wants to show their wares on-
site, asking them to give a discount to attendees.

The participant fees currently espoused are renting
a boat (you can bring your own) and the $6 ACA (unless you
are a member) insurance fee.  All participants would sign
the standard ACA waiver.  Additionally, we are asking
each club member to (when we get the site information up
this Fall) download signage and information to take to
local elementary and secondary schools in your area.

We need you and GCA to be involved in every way
possible for this to be a qualified success.  You have
experience in putting together a large undertaking from
which we need to draw input.  You have the qualified
instructors who are most capable of setting up staged
rescue situations, being successful in team competition,
and judging same.  As a Life Member and fellow paddler,
I am humbly requesting your backing on this project.
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The Fifth Paddler Kayaking
Tragedy in Baja
by Melesa Hamer
A fatal kayaking accident in Baja brings up issues of
responsibility and how to approach other paddlers when
you think they may be heading into a situation beyond
their abilities.

The sun had just dropped below the horizon in a
brilliant shower of red and gold, and the sky was growing
dusky purple as we paddled into the cove near Punta Don
Juan off the coast of Baja, Mexico.  This is the last cove to
the south in the expansive Bahia de Los Angeles, or L.A.
Bay for short, a paddling paradise known for its great
snorkeling, fishing and diving.  My partner Dave and I
were happy to reach shelter before dark after setting out
from the town of Bahia de Los Angeles so late in the
afternoon.

As we coasted around the point, pelicans dived for
their dinner, dropping vertically through hundreds of feet
of air to pierce the water and strike fish swimming several
feet beneath the surface.  Just after rounding the point, we
encountered a small group of paddlers heading out toward
L.A. Bay from the mouth of the cove.  We were practically
on a collision course, and as we drew close, all of us
stopped.

"What are you doing heading out in the dark?" I asked
the five college-age paddlers in a somewhat joking tone but
with underlying curiosity.  "We've been trying hard to get
in before it gets dark," I added.

They laughed and shrugged and told us about some
great clamming they'd found on the beach they had just
left.  Dave asked again what they were up to.  They said
they felt like they just needed to get back to town.  They
said goodbye and set out across the quickly darkening L.A.
Bay, singing songs and joking about clams, boats and bugs.
It was going to be a moonless night, and they had a four
mile crossing ahead of them.

"Boys," I sighed to Dave.  "Only boys would set out in
the dark like that."

Just after we landed, the wind started picking up —
and up, and up.  It was coming off the land, driving the hot,
dry air of the desert toward the cooling water and out to
sea.  Soon we were staking out the tent's guy lines and
huddling together in our windbreakers as we cooked
dinner.

"I hope they're OK," Dave said as we ate.
"I hope they stick together," I added.
"I wonder if they made it to town yet with this wind.

They've got to be going nowhere fast if they're paddling
against it.  Maybe they'll turn around and come back here,"

Dave said.
"Do you think they have headlamps or wet suits?" I

asked.
The Missing Paddler

The next morning, I was clamming in the area that
the boys had told us about, scooping them up by handfuls,
when a boat pulled up.  Miguel, who owns the campground
where the boys were staying and had rented them kayaks,
was out looking for one of the boys.  Only four of the five had
made it across the bay the previous night.  Miguel had
received a call that morning from a friend who had
recognized one of the rental kayaks sitting on shore on the
other side of the bay.

"Really?  Oh no," Miguel had said, then headed out in
his panga, a local style of motorboat, to see what was going
on.  He followed the shore of the bay, and soon spotted a
paddle, a kayak and the paddler who had left them on the
beach.  The young man was one of the five paddlers.  He
had just started walking back toward camp when Miguel
pulled his panga along shore and asked if he was OK.  He
said he had just reached shore and was exhausted after
spending a grueling night on the water.

"Where's everyone else?" asked Miguel.
"I don't know," the young man replied.  "We got split

up."
Miguel continued along the beach and found two of

the other kayakers walking down the shore toward camp
and another one walking along a different spot on the
beach.  One kayaker was still missing.  The four young men
on the beach had not yet caught up with each other and
didn't realize that one of them hadn't made it ashore yet.

There was no sign of the fifth kayak on the beach.
Miguel scanned the bay with his binoculars and saw a red
kayak floating in the middle of the bay, but no one was with
it.  He was hoping that the fifth paddler had reached shore
and had left the kayak where the rising tide could have
floated the boat and carried it out from shore.  If that were
the case, he might find the missing boy walking down the
beach like the others.

The four kayakers who had reached shore were
utterly exhausted, and were not only too tired but too
inexperienced to take part in the search.  They stayed at
the campground, answered questions from the authorities
and called the missing boy's mother.

After listening to Miguel's story, Dave and I spent the
better part of the day paddling the bay, looking for the
missing kayaker.  There are no Coast Guard or search-
and-rescue teams in Mexico, so Miguel, Dave and I were
the only ones looking.

We skirted the coastline, searching everywhere for
the telltale flash of yellow or orange that might be a
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lifejacket.  We were hoping we would see the young man —
tired, wet and scared, but very much alive — washed up on
shore.  We spent the day monitoring the VHF radio and
paddled up to fishing boats to ask if they had seen any-
thing.

We radioed out on channel 16, the emergency station,
to see if anyone knew what happened to the lost kayaker.

"Anyone, anyone.  Come in, anyone.  Does anyone
have any information on the missing kayaker from last
night?"  I spoke hesitantly into the speaker.

A minute or two later a female voice answered.  "Did
someone out there call about the kayaker?"

"Yes," I said.
"Who is this?" the voice on the other end asked.
"We saw his group set out last night and have been

looking for him today," I said.
"Well, they found his body over at Punta Rincon.

They're waiting for the authorities."
There was nothing but silence for a while as Dave and

I digested this.
"Thank you," I finally said weakly, forgetting the

over-and-out rules of radio contact.
Dave still held out hope, prodding me to ask the final

question.  Yes, they found the body but....
"So he's not alive then," I asked, already knowing

what I was going to hear.
"That's an affirmative."
Later we learned that Miguel, after combing all the

points and islands, had searched the bay one more time
and found the missing kayaker's body floating far from
shore.  Dave was wracked with guilt.  "I should have
stopped them," he kept saying.  "I should have told them
they were being dumb and they shouldn't go."

"Who could have known the wind was going to pick up
like that?" I asked him.  "And you said just yesterday you
wouldn't mind paddling in the dark, but how could we
know how much experience they had?"

At the time the group left, the conditions weren't
anything we wouldn't have gone out in ourselves, but the
rising wind quickly created conditions that they were not
prepared to handle.

The group hadn't been scheduled to return the kay-
aks to Miguel's Campground until the day after we saw
them heading across the bay.  For some reason, they
decided to head back to the campground early and make
the passage across the water that night instead of waiting
until morning.

Miguel told us that he'd asked why they tried to come
back early instead of camping the last night and waiting
for daylight to cross the bay.  "They said they had been
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thinking about fish tacos and drinking tequila.  And when
they rented the kayaks, they said they had experience, but
now I've learned only one of them had any experience, and
he's the one who died!"

The account from the four survivors was that they
had stayed together for the first hour or so, but then the
wind split them up — three one way and two another.
Then the two got separated, and only one of them made it
back to shore.  The coroner who examined the body of the
fifth kayaker listed hypothermia as the cause of death.

I thought about everything we could have told the
group, and how all the information in the world is useless
if it isn't shared.  I felt so deeply and painfully sorry for the
boy's mother, who would just now be hearing she would
never see her son again.  I thought about a cold, dark and
lonely death.

This incident raised a lot of questions for Dave and
me.  Should we have asked the group if everyone had a
headlamp so they could keep track of each other in the
dark?  Should we have checked to see if they were wearing
wet suits?  As the more experienced kayakers, did we have
an obligation to do something?

We had questioned what they were doing but hadn't
asked them specific questions about their gear or level of
skill.  We chatted about superficial things in spite of our
feeling that the circumstances they were setting out under
were strange.  Had we talked with the group about their
preparedness instead of just the best place to camp in the
cove, maybe we could have been more certain about their
capabilities and things would have played out differently.

"It was pretty obvious right away that they didn't
have any experience," said Dennis, a college-level outdoors
professor who was camped next to the group the night
before they left on their trip.  "I asked them, 'Do you have
tide tables?'  They said, 'Do we need them?'  I asked, 'Do you
have any maps?'  They said, 'Do we need those, too?'"

Dennis dropped his shoulders, shaking his head as he
recalled the conversation.  He, too, must have felt great
sadness and regret that in his brief encounter with the five,
he could not have found a way to get them to understand
the risks they failed to see.

"The Westerlies pick up so fast around here," Dennis
said.  "I've paddled up and down this coast in different
sections, and this is the most dynamic area there is.  The
wind can pick up in 15 minutes and be blowing 40 miles an
hour."

The wind is always a concern for kayakers paddling
in Baja in the spring.  Dave and I had just finished sitting
through a windstorm for three days, and it continued to be
windy off and on all week.  While the kind of land breeze
that overtook the five is not a daily occurrence, it happens

often enough to be a consideration for anyone boating in
the area.

In years past, kayakers seldom crossed paths with
each other — the novelty of seeing other paddlers was
reason enough to go talk with them and find out where
they came from and where they were going.  Now tour
groups pass each other going back and forth along the
same well-used strips of coastline.  They don't want their
outdoor experience interrupted by seeing other people, so
they don't approach them in the first place.  Groups of
kayakers may camp on the same beach within a few yards
of each other but remain as distant as two strangers sitting
next to each other on a bus.  Most groups we encounter in
the wilderness don't even make eye contact with us.  And
it's not just while paddling: it can be a part of any
wilderness experience.

Sharing information used to give us the benefit of
other paddlers' experience.  But now, with kayaking
becoming ever more popular, people may take to the water
with little or no knowledge of safe paddling practices.  How
do you approach someone when you think they may be
heading into a situation beyond their abilities?  How do you
find out what their experience level is?  How can you make
sure they are prepared to deal with situations that arise
without offending them?  Does it matter if you offend
someone if you are trying to pass along important informa-
tion about risks they may not be aware of?

I decided that from that point on, I wouldn't worry
about offending kayakers if I felt their abilities were a poor
match for the risks they were taking on.

The next morning, the water started out as perfect
glass.  It was the kind of day made for kayaking.  Our route
took us past tiny islets covered in saguaro cactus.  As the
sun blazed, a man with no hat, sunglasses or shirt paddled
a bright red sit-on-top across the bay.

"He's going to turn the same color as his boat," I joked
to Dave.  Even with such hot weather, sunburn wouldn't be
the only risk he'd face.  Hypothermia from an unexpected
swim could also pose a threat.

Our boats were packed and we were doing a last
check before shoving off when a group of three kayakers
approached the beach — more college-age boys.  They
steered away from us and landed on the other end of the
beach.  They looked very much like the five paddlers who
had been scattered by the wind.  They were young and
energetic, ready to take on the world and free from worry.
I couldn't stop thinking about everything we could have
said to the first group, and decided not to make the same
mistake again.  I took a deep breath and walked over to
introduce myself.  I asked if they had heard about the
incident.
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Only one of them had heard of the accident, but he
had decided not to tell his friends about it.  He said he
didn't want to start their trip off on a down note.  I thought
it was absurd not to talk about the dangers you might face
on a trip like this beforehand, especially in light of what
happened last night.

"Yeah, but that guy wasn't wearing his life jacket," he
said in an offhanded sort of way.

"Yes, he was," I said.  "He didn't drown.  He died of
hypothermia."  The two other boys were amazed someone
could die of hypothermia here where it was so warm.
"Yeah, but try swimming," I said.  "In the water, you can
get really cold after about 15 or 20 minutes.  It's almost
unbearable after an hour.  The time for clear thinking and
good strength and dexterity starts ticking away from the
moment you hit the water.  You need to be prepared for the
water temperature, not the air temperature.  Do you guys
have wet suits?"  They didn't.

"Yeah, but I guess if you fell out of your boat you could
swim to shore," said the same one who was so sure of
himself.  "That would keep you warm."

I just said, "Have you ever tried swimming five miles
against a headwind?"  This was just the kind of a "downer"
conversation he didn't want to be involved in, so he excused
himself to go fishing.

I was frustrated.  Here I was, making an effort to
communicate with obviously less experienced kayakers,
trying to get the seriousness of what they were attempting
across to them, and I was getting the big blow-off.  But the
other two seemed genuinely interested in what I had to
say.  "If it gets windy out, head for a cove immediately.  And
no matter what, stick together," I said.

We asked them if they had maps and showed them
where the little bailout cove was on their mediocre chart.
We talked to them about how to steady someone's boat

after a capsize so the paddler can crawl back in from the
other side.

It was easy to see that this was their first time out in
kayaks. They didn't have any idea what to do if the wind
picked up or how to plan for other emergencies.  After
imparting a few more words of wisdom, Dave and I wished
the two boys (who didn't mind hearing the downer infor-
mation) a good journey.  We told them about the excellent
clamming spot and emphasized again to keep a close eye
on the weather and each other, then headed out to sea.

It had been easy to open up a dialogue with the second
group of kayakers because of what had happened the day
before, but sometimes it's not so easy.  People generally
don't want their inexperience pointed out to them.

As we left L.A. Bay, a sheet of glass covered the
ocean, rippled only by the drops falling from our paddles
and the slight turbulence of our wakes.  I watched Dave's
reflection on the water as he paddled alongside me.  Our
early start that morning let us take advantage of the
tendency for Baja weather to be better in the morning.  It
also let us catch a free ride on the current making its way
out of the Sea of Cortez, rushing past the islands on its way
to the Pacific.

It was hard to imagine tragedy on a day like that.  The
sea was calm and clear, and you could see through 50 or 60
feet of water to the white sand and kelp-covered rocks and
coral below.  Another day simply made for paddling, and
after all the wind and rough seas lately, I appreciated the
calm that much more.
- From "Sea Kayaker Magazine" — © April 2004.
Melesa Hamer is currently working on a book about her
three-month, self-supported sea-kayak trip down the Sea
of Cortez.  Her next kayaking adventure will take her from
Seattle, Washington, to Nome, Alaska — a distance of
about 3,600 miles.

36th Annual Southeastern
Championships
by Bruce Fussell, Race Master

Another SE Race has come and gone.  It still
amazes me how everything comes together at the
end and all the jobs get done, all the races get run
even though we didn't have much sun.

I'm told that this may be the last SE race we
do because of all the work involved, and yes it is a
lot of work!  I personally think it would be a shame to let
the longest consecutively run races in the United States
die an untimely death, due to a lack of interest.  If we are
to run this race again, we have to have more individuals
willing to take committee chairperson roles.

This year we did not have chair people for
Hospitality, Raffle, Volunteer Coordinator, Public
Relations, or Judging.  The jobs taken individually
are not too difficult.  There is no experience needed;
we can train you for any job there is.

I started volunteering for the SE around the
26th year.  I could only come every other year or so
because my wedding anniversary is April 28th,
traditionally the time the race is held.  The first
few times I volunteered, I did anything I was told

to do and didn't really have any responsibility.  I some-
times felt like I wasn't really needed, but I hung in there
because I really wanted to give back to the Club that
taught me how to paddle and has given me so many
opportunities to meet wonderful people, and see beautiful
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rivers.  I realize now, having been the Race Master, that
every little job is important and helps to get the Race done.

I would like to thank every one who participated.
Please forgive me if I leave anyone out.

Joel Abrahams
Mack Anthony
Barbara & Sam Barfield
Rick Battaglia
Tom & Shannon Bishop
Sam Blackwell
Chuck Bradley
John & Tee Brower
Samuel Cathy
Dave Chaney
Peter Chau
Charles & Donna Clark
Marvine Cole
Bill Convis
Debbie Dargis
Gary Debacher
Linda Delery
Debbie & Katy Dennis
Billy Dunn
Richmond Eustis
Edith Farmer
Phil Foti
David Fox

Tom Fraker
Revel Freeman
Alison, Brittan & Dylan Fussell
William Gatling
Daniel & Will Gosney
Pat Hagan
Allen Hedden
George Hedrick
Dave Hickman
Michael Huff
Frank & Lucas Jankovsky
Elizabeth "Bunny" Johns
Gina & Haynes Johnson
Susan P Jones
Wulf Kuehmstedt
Angela Lokken
Gretchen Mallins
Michael J Manalo
Jim Mathis
Jean & Tom McCormick
Michael McCurdy
Sean McKinnon
Larry & Lyn Montagne

Roger Nott
Vincent Payne
Lamar Phillips
John Pinyerd
Dick Polmatier
Doug Pratt
Brannen Proctor
Mary Ann & Steve Reach
Bambi Robinson
Gabriella Schlidt
Ed Schultz
Elaine Seyman
Mark Stenger
Jack D Taylor
Jim Tibbetts
Dickie Tillman
Connie Venuso
David & Dorothy Vezzetti
Steve Vitale
Jim & John Watson
Joe Webb
Zack Webb

The people whose names are highlighted deserve
special recognition for stepping up and assuming positions
of responsibility.  If you don't see your name on this list, it
could be that you didn't complete a waiver (tsk, tsk)!

I'm sticking my neck out here, but I would be willing
to be Race Master again, if and only if we have sufficient
chair people to divide the work.  See additional articles for
Race Results and Raffle Results.

Southeasterns Raffle a HUGE
Success!

Thanks to Vincent Payne & Bruce Fussell, our Spon-
sor co-chair persons, and Susan Pope Jones, who put
together the direct mail piece, we raised approximately
$2,500.  These funds go to pay for all of the race expenses,
like T-shirts, insurance, hospitality food and beverage,
postage, copies, string, wire etc., etc., etc.  We had a
tremendous response from 16 different sponsors who
donated about $3,500 worth of cash and merchandise.

We would like to thank those of you who responded
to our direct mail drive.  You are the ones who won the bulk
of the prizes!  Here is a listing of some of the bigger prizes
and who won them.
Grand Prize — Pick your choice of any in-stock Wave
Sport Kayak from ERA — Sandra David
$200 Gift Certificate from Rack 'n Roll — Robert Pasmanick
Nantahala Paddle from Werner Paddles —Larry Castillo

AT Paddle from Outside World — Leroy Robbins
The special volunteer prizes of 2 - one day intensives from
the NOC — Susan Pope Jones and Brittan Fussell
The "Toughest Day" Award — pick your own PFD from
Stohlquist — Pat Hagan (Next time you see Pat on the
river, ask him how he won it!)

Thanks to everyone who bought tickets and con-
gratulations to all of our winners!

36th Annual Southeastern US
Wild Water Championships
The Classiest of Classic Wild Water Races
by John Pinyerd

The Southeastern U.S Wild Water Championships is
one of the oldest and most prestigious races in the United
States.  The Georgia Canoeing Association with the assis-
tance of the Nantahala Outdoor Center and the Nantahala
Racing Club did a fabulous job of hosting the race again
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this year.
The classic top to bottom 8 mile wild water run is

character building, as it requires endurance for the long
shallow flats and demands white water skills for rapids
ranging up to class II-III, such as Patton's Run and
Nantahala Falls. This race has a long and rich tradition
with many of the great names of wild water participating
over the years.  They include John Sweet, Payson Kennedy,
Alan Button, Dave Mason, John Butler, Angus Morrison,
Andy Bridge, Terry White, Kath Bolyn, David Jones and
Mike Hipsher.  The Georgia Canoeing Association offers a
$100 bounty to any Southeastern's racer who can beat the
course records for the 8-mile top to bottom race.  The
records are:
* K-1 - Terry White (1981) 42:04
* K-1W - Kathy Bolyn (1989) 45:20
* C-2 - Mike Hipsher/David Jones (1989) 45:11
* C-1 - John Pinyerd (1997) 46:43

The 2004 races had a solid turnout with several US
Wild Water Team Members competing.  In spite of the fog
and just average water levels, Maurizio Tognacci (K-1)
turned out a blazing time of 44:39 and had the fastest time
of any boat down the river.  John Pinyerd (C-1) won his 9th
Charlie Patton Award this year with a time of 52:17.  The
Charlie Patton Award is presented to the fastest solo canoe
(open or decked).  Wild Water Junior Team member, Erin
Wilder (K-1W), won her second Julie Wilson Award with
a time of 57:40.  The Julie Wilson Award is presented to the
fastest female competitor.

Joel Abrahams deserves special recognition for help-
ing a fellow wild water paddler rescue his brand new race
boat after the racer got mixed up with a raft.  This is the
spirit of wild water racing as we support each other
however we can.  Our $1200-$2000 composite race boats
are not only expensive, they are difficult to replace and we
deeply appreciate Joel's aid to a fellow racer.

It would not be the Southeasterns without John and

Tee Brower serving as the Wild Water starters (as they
have started me at the Southeasterns for more than two
decades).  Racing classic canoe designs is also a part of the
rich history of the race.  The circle of life is also complete
for me as Roger Nott raced his Blue Hole OCA to a first
place tie in OC-1 with Larry Castillo.

The fun run was just that, an organized wild water
training trip.  Larry Castillo led the group and demon-
strated why he has won the Southeastern's so many times
with his excellent lines.  Peter Chau (who was fully
equipped with safety gear) and I ran sweep.
2004 Wild Water Results
Class Place Name Time
OC-1 Master 1 Larry Castillo 1:04:34
OC-1 Master 1 Roger Nott 1:04:34
OC-1 Master 3 Peter Chau 1:13:02
C-1 1 John Pinyerd 52:17 (Charlie
Patton Award)
C-1 Junior 1 Joel Abrahams 1:04:23
K-1W Junior 1 Erin Wilder 57:40 (Julie
Wilson Award)
K-1W Junior 2 Bailey O'Sullivan 58:12
K-1W Open 3 Anne Connolly 59:39
K-1W Cadet 1 Tierney O'Sullivan 59:53
K-1 Master 1 Maurizio  Tognacci 44:39 (Fast
est boat)
K-1 Open 2 Lincoln Williams 51:13
K-1 Open 3 Rob Murphy 53:58
K-1 Master 4 Bern Collins 1:01:21
K-1 Junior 1 Clay Wilder 52:12
2004 Fun Run Results*
Larry Castillo OC-1 Master 33:00
Peter Chau OC-1 Master 33:10
Daniel Gosney K-1 Cadet 33:20
John Pinyerd C-1 Master 33:30
*It was a fun run, so we posted fun times (for real time,
add 15 minutes)

2004 Southeastern Championship Races Slalom Results

Bib # Name Age Class Run 1 Pen Time 1 Run 2 Pen Time 2 Score Place
Championship OC-1 Women
2 Carolyn Peterson Master 201.98 60.00 261.98 200.04 40.00 240.04 240.04 1
3 M.J. Kewley Open 278.25 320.00 598.25 267.72 80.00 347.72 347.72 2
1 Gabriella Schlidt Master 296.68 290.00 586.68 303.95 90.00 393.95 393.95 3
Championship OC-1 Medium
7 David Simpson Master 221.22 100.00 321.22 221.10 20.00 241.10 241.10 1
8 Phillip Foti Master 209.45 50.00 259.45 209.03 80.00 289.03 259.45 2
6 Allen Hedden Master 251.85 40.00 291.85 295.13 100.00 395.13 291.85 3
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Bib # Name Age Class Run 1 Pen Time 1 Run 2 Pen Time 2 Score Place
Championship K-1
41 Zach Bethea Cadet 168.67 10.00 178.67 157.22 2.00 159.22 337.89 1
40 Elliot Poe Cadet 162.68 54.00 216.68 159.37 58.00 217.37 434.05 2
42 Caleb Bethea Cadet 215.83 304.00 519.83 255.97 208.00 463.97 983.80 3
43 John Gerstenberger Junior 121.68 2.00 123.68 119.99 0.00 119.99 243.67 1
46 Eric Hurd Junior 120.25 2.00 122.25 119.94 6.00 125.94 248.19 2
48 Rick Powell Junior 128.45 2.00 130.45 125.32 0.00 125.32 255.77 3
55 Allen Mayers Master 136.41 2.00 138.41 135.22 6.00 141.22 279.63 1
54 Tom Fraker Master 168.16 6.00 174.16 176.43 2.00 178.43 352.59 2
53 Doug Pratt Master 194.57 2.00 196.57 156.79 102.00 258.79 455.36 3
Championship C-1
18 Jeffrey Poe Cadet 145.25 0.00 145.25 145.53 145.53 290.78 1
14 Bug Louken Cadet 143.55 404.00 547.55 158.41 402.00 560.41 1107.96 2
15 Benn Fraker Junior 127.12 2.00 129.12 129.69 2.00 131.69 260.81 1
13 Nick Lomas Junior 136.06 2.00 138.06 137.56 8.00 145.56 283.62 2
16 Chad Lewis Junior 143.19 2.00 145.19 136.75 2.00 138.75 283.94 3
20 Erik Amason Open 128.45 0.00 128.45 127.16 127.16 255.61 1
22 Lecky Haller Open 156.55 0.00 156.55 130.07 2.00 132.07 288.62 2
21 Mackie Roberts Open 135.53 2.00 137.53 142.37 156.00 298.37 435.90 3
Championship OC-1 Short
62 Albert Mitchum Master 167.75 40.00 207.75 166.62 10.00 176.62 176.62 1
7 David Simpson Master 224.83 20.00 244.83 212.45 20.00 232.45 232.45 2
11 Art Fowler Master 192.53 40.00 232.53 250.59 70.00 320.59 232.53 3
63 Phillip Foti Open 199.77 20.00 219.77 236.23 40.00 276.23 219.77 1
9 Slade Smathers Open 235.80 50.00 285.80 dnf 999.99 999.99 285.80 2
Championship K-1 Women
31 Candice Caldwell Open 164.61 4.00 168.61 171.75 2.00 173.75 342.36 1
30 Anne Connolly Open 221.31 2.00 223.31 208.48 2.00 210.48 433.79 2
37 Paris Robinson Junior 136.73 2.00 138.73 146.71 2.00 148.71 287.44 1
36 Bailey O'Sullivan Junior 230.78 158.00 388.78 217.85 2.00 219.85 608.63 2
35 Tierney O'Sullivan Cadet 241.69 106.00 347.69 230.00 58.00 288.00 635.69 3
Championship OC-2
2 Petersen/Foti Open 219.09 50.00 269.09 205.05 80.00 285.05 269.09 1
3 Kewley/Simpson Master dnf 999.99 243.64 120.00 363.64 363.64 2
1 Schlidt/Hedden Master 260.40 190.00 450.40 266.19 130.00 396.19 396.19 3
Cruising K-1
53 Doug Pratt Open 150.61 10 160.61 152.37 65 217.37 160.61 1
95 Tod Bethea Open 190.84 15 205.84 182.4 5 187.40 187.40 2
30 Anne Connolly Open 168.27 50 218.27 162.72 60 222.72 218.27 3
75 Doug Pratt Master 142.42 15 157.42 192.27 10 202.27 157.42 1
80 David Fox Master 168.39 0 168.39 165.59 5 170.59 168.39 2
95 Tod Bethea Master 178.37 5 183.37 180.37 25 205.37 183.37 3
Cruising OC-1
6 Allen Hedden Master 197.57 10 207.57 194.54 10 204.54 204.54 1
1 Gabriella Schlidt Master 273.72 60 333.72 244.82 40 284.82 284.82 2
44 Roger Nott Master 216.05 210 426.05 215.98 140 355.98 355.98 3

A great big THANKS to all the participants for making this an exciting and
enjoyable race!!!
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Thanks to all the generous sponsors and supporters for
the Southeastern Races!

Bronze Sponsors:

Silver Sponsors:

Gold Sponsors:

Immersion Research

Your support is very much
appreciated!  We couldn't
have done it without you!!
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US Senate Passes S. 1107 for
"Parks Only" Fees
by Alasdair Coyne, Conservation Director, Keep
Sepse Wild

It's been a long time coming, but this week saw the
most important victory for Fee Demo foes since the pro-

River Access

Toccoa Access Update
by Dan MacIntyre

I have been in touch throughout with Steve Bott, the
attorney for USDA (governmental parent of the Forest
Service), about their actions to keep the Toccoa open.  As
of my last conversation with Steve, he advised that the
Forest Service was preparing to file suit and asked for
GCA's support and assistance.

Steve reported to me this morning that the trouble-
some landowner has retained a new attorney, and it now
looks like they are going to be able to work out keeping the
river open by agreeing to a public education program about
respecting land owner rights.  We will probably be in-
volved in that program.

We did not make any law here, but it appears we have
averted another passage crisis.  Additionally, we are
learning more and more about what works and what does
not work in the legal arena from this, West Fork and Dog
River.  In general, if we can get the focus to be on federal
right of passage law, paddlers retain their right of passage.

I think the best legal strategy going forward is to
align ourselves with federal agencies whenever possible
and bring cases in federal court based on federal law when
we take the initiative.  If a landowner brings a case in state
court to close a river, we need to remove it to federal court,
and if for any reason we cannot remove the case, we need
to focus on federal not Georgia law, even in a Georgia
court.

gram began in 1996.  The Senate passed, on Wednesday 5/
19/04, S. 1107, sponsored by Senator Craig Thomas (R-
WY), which will make Fee Demo permanent ONLY for
National Parks.  It will allow Fee Demo to sunset on
December 31, 2005, its current termination date, for the
US Forest Service, BLM and US Fish & Wildlife Service.

Not only did S. 1107 pass, it passed on the unanimous
consent calendar (meaning, a time when uncontentious
bills get passed in a package every so often).  This is an
extraordinary slap in the face for those who have pushed
hard for permanent multi-agency recreation fees.

(Historical note:  Fee Demo support and Fee Demo
opposition have always been bipartisan in Congress and in
the White House.  President Clinton pushed for perma-
nent fees, though not nearly as vigorously as has President
Bush.)

Only a few months ago, the Administration was
threatening to stop S. 1107 on the Senate floor, unless it
was amended to include the other three Fee Demo agen-
cies.  But obviously there was no support for the Adminis-
tration to latch on to.  None whatsoever.  Call it bluff and
bluster on the Administration's part, if you will, but please
note that the Senate Energy Committee's earlier (and also
unanimous) passage of S. 1107 was largely in response to
the many, many times so many of you have called and
faxed DC on behalf of fee foes.

Clearly, the American public spoke with near una-
nimity, too — Congress received hundreds of faxes from
fee foes for the occasional one from a Fee Demo supporter.

Thanks also to all of you who have worked to win
resolutions from counties and states, opposing Fee Demo.
This has been extremely important.

There's still the House of Representatives to deal
with, and that's coming right up.  S. 1107 couldn't have
passed at a better time — the Senate drawing a line in the
sand before the House acts.  You know we'll be calling on
you soon enough....

But meanwhile, friends, please visit your public
lands, if you can, and relax in celebration of the US
Senate's being solidly on our side.  Thanks to YOU.

Cartecay River
by Dick Hurd

Sunday June 13, 2004.  Some scoffed when
I said we were running to the DNR take-out,
something about not enough water.  They were
wrong.  Somewhere in the watershed Saturday
night, there was rain, because we had sufficient
water.

And others said we would get rain — well some would

have been welcome, but in fact we got a light
drizzle the last half hour as we were cruising to
the take-out.  The day was mostly overcast but
warm, and we had the river all to ourselves,
encountering no other paddlers on the river.

I wanted this to be a trip for new members
and first timers on this river, and excepting
myself, no participants had done this trip before,
so I was pleased to see that all had a great time

with their introduction to the Cartecay.  Blackberry Falls
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Sea Kayaking

Navigation Question
— Ranges
by Greg Welker

When we go to paddle across a
river or channel, or a lake, we generally pick an object on
the far shore to paddle toward.  If there is no wind and no
current, and we paddle straight, we will arrive at the
object we picked via the shortest distance from our start-
ing point.  However, in real life things like wind, current,
waves and other factors can cause us to paddle a course
that is not a straight line from start to finish.  One of the
methods to insure that you are paddling in a straight line
to your destination is to use ranges.

A range is when you can see one object at your
destination point, and can also see a second object DI-
RECTLY behind the first object.  As long as you are able
to paddle toward the first object and keep the second object
lined up directly behind the first, you are paddling the
shortest possible course to your destination.

For example, let us say that you want to paddle
across the Potomac River from the Maryland side.  On the
Virginia shore you can see a white house along the shore.
By shifting a few yards one way or another you can get a
water tower to line up directly behind the house.  Now as
long as you paddle your kayak so that the water tower
stays directly behind the white house, you will be paddling
the shortest course to the white house from your starting
position on the Maryland side.

The farther the distance between the two objects that
you are using as ranges, the greater accuracy you will be
able to maintain on your paddle toward your destination.
If the water tower is only 200 feet behind the white house,
your course will not be as accurate as it would be if the
water tower were 1000 feet behind the white house.

When picking objects to use as ranges, try to pick one
object at your destination point and try to find an object on
the horizon to use as your second point.  This may mean
shifting your starting position a hundred feet one way or
another to begin with, but it will shorten your overall trip.
Near objects can be buildings, docks or a tree.  Far objects
can be radio towers, water towers, smokestacks or the
notch of two hills or mountains.

When using a range, you will sometimes find that the

second object will appear to move out
from behind the first object you are
sighting on for your range.  This means
that you are no longer on the direct
route to your first object and need to
correct your course.  In our example of
crossing the Potomac from Maryland

we made a range of a white house with a water tower that
lined up directly behind the house.  If, as we paddle across
toward our destination, the water tower appears to move
out to the right of the house, do we need to paddle to the
left or to the right to correct our course and get the house
to line up with the water tower again?

To get back in line with the range that we have
established using the house and water tower we would
have to paddle to the left.  This would put us back in line
with the two objects we are using for a range and allow us
to continue our paddle as planned.  Our drifting out of
alignment was probably due to wind, waves or current.  To
stay in alignment with the range objects, we will need to
angle the kayak slightly into what is causing us to drift.
Your kayak will now be pointing slightly to one side of the
range objects, but you will be traveling toward them.  The
angle between the direction the kayak is pointing and the
direction of your intended course is called the ferry angle.

Before setting out on your trip, you can actually
calculate what the ferry angle would be in general situa-
tions.

Let's say that the Potomac crossing is six miles.  You
can paddle at 3 miles per hour.  You know that the
incoming tide will have a predicted speed of 1 mile per
hour during the time you will be on the water.

Take a compass sighting on the range made by the
two range objects we selected by using your deck compass.
Point the kayak at the range.  Read the compass.  Let's say
the compass heading is 270 degrees.  Note that this
compass reading is when you, the house, and the water
tower are all in line with each other and the boat is
pointing at the range objects.

Paddling at 3 miles per hour, you will be on the water
for two hours.

The current, at 1 mile per hour, will push you
upstream (directly north) two miles if it takes you two
hours to do the crossing.

If you start paddling directly toward your range
objects you will end up in Virginia two miles upstream of

and Clear Creek Falls were run repeatedly, and we played
at multiple spots along the way, in spite of which, having
met at MOE at 9AM, we were off the river at 3PM, and did
not feel rushed.

Our flotilla was well balanced, 2 canoes and 3 kayaks.
Participants were: Bryan and Susan Kyle, Andy
Dannenberg, Bryan Smith, and myself.  We could have
used a lot more, but the small group made it fun.
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your range objects, and have to paddle two more miles
than your planned six to reach the Va. landing point.  You
need to compensate for the tidal current.

On your chart, draw a line from your Md. starting
point (label this point A) through the two range objects you
will use.  Where the line intersects the VA shore label this
point B.  Draw a line perpendicular to line AB through
point B.  Measure this line to find a point two miles south
of your line AB across the Potomac.  Label this new 2 mile
point as C.  You now have two sides of a triangle.  Complete
the triangle by drawing a line from C to A. The angle that
is between the lines AB and AC is your ferry angle.  This
is the angle that you need to keep the bow of the kayak
pointed in to cross the Potomac along your intended course
of AB.

This angle is slightly less than 20 degrees.  Round it
off to 20, since compass navigation in a kayak is rarely
more accurate than plus or minus five degrees.  Your
course from MD to VA along the range line was 270 degrees
by the compass reading.  Subtract 20 degrees from this to
get 250 degrees.  As you paddle across the Potomac, you
should keep your boat angled to read 250 degrees on your
deck compass, and keep your boat in line with the two
range objects.  This will get you across along the line AB.

That's the theory.  Real life is a little different.  Wind,
tide, current and waves vary and our 250 degree heading
is a best guess before starting out.  Still, I'd rather use a
best guess than find myself two miles away from my
intended landing point!  In practice, I always try to end up
slightly "above" my intended landing point.  In this case,
since the current is pushing me toward the north, I'd like
to end up over near the Virginia shore slightly south of my
landing point and be able to drift down easily to it, than
paddle against the tide.

This is particularly important if paddling against
wind and waves.  It's demoralizing to make a bumpy
crossing only to find that you now have to paddle against
the wind and waves to get to where you were trying to head
in the first place.  As you paddle across, keep an eye on your
compass and the range, and adjust your angle and pad-
dling speed as needed.

Back to theory.  Given: Compass heading to the VA
shore from MD is 270.  It is 6 miles from MD to VA.
Paddling speed is 3 mph.  There will be incoming tide for
the first 1/2 of the trip.  Incoming tide will be 0.5 mph
heading north.  There will be outgoing tide for second 1/2
of the trip.  Outgoing tide will be 1 mph heading south.

What should your compass read as you paddle across?
Hint #1:  The range will tell you when to change.

- From the email list of the Chesapeake Paddlers' Associa-
tion.

Seven Days, 10,000 Islands
by William C. Reeves (The Hawk)

Well here I am at 30,000' in a Boeing triple-seven en
route to Frankfurt, then a three hour train ride to Titisee
in the Black Forest and the Neuroimmunology Research
Society meeting.  Last week I was sea kayaking Florida's
10,000 Islands.  Well then, what am I doing writing this
rather than working on my presentations for the meeting?
Deadlines are a bitch and I have to get this puppy written
for the July Eddy Line while it's fresh in my mind.

Unfortunately all this haste notwithstanding, the
information won't help GCA sea kayakers much this
paddling season.  No matter, read it anyways, and if you're
interested, tear it out and save it to plan a trip next year.
Weird beginning to an article, but in brief, the 10,000
Islands is a must for any sea kayaker; unfortunately the
season ends in May.

Why, you ask, does the season end in May?  The
answer is simple, from May through September southern
Florida gets hotter than a soldering iron, about as humid
as a pressure cooker, and it pours rain every afternoon.  On
the surface that doesn't sound too terrible until you factor
in that these weather conditions are optimal for mosqui-
toes, no-see-ums, and yellow horseflies (aka hematopha-
gous insects).

We picked the first week in May for our trip because
I didn't believe the aforementioned Floridian conditions
could be worse than those in Panama or the Philippines
(where expedition participants used to live).  I was wrong!
By the end of the 50' walk from my truck to our bed-and-
breakfast in Everglades City, I could not see the skin on my
arms or legs because they were coated with pulsating
conga-lines of mosquitoes biting and sucking blood in

Photo illustrates the amount of material you can stuff into
three sea kayaks.  It also illustrates the amount of material
you need to bring on a week long trip.
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unison with my pulse.  This represents only a slight
literary exaggeration.  Trust me, the insects are bad in
May.

However, a bit of forethought can minimize their
intrusion on life and my paddling group reached consensus
that early May is the optimal time to do the 10,000 Islands
primarily because no one else will be there.  Paddling
season in the Everglades extends December through March,
during which time the place is packed, and it may be
impossible to score choice permits.

Success of an extended paddle through the 10,000
Islands depends on planning.  Permits are required and
must be obtained in person no more than 24 hours in
advance.  They are simple to get in May when the permit
desk may even be unattended with a pile of them just
sitting there.  You must specify your float plan on the
permit, camping is allowed only on specified islands, and
these support a limited number of groups and people.
Ninja camping isn't an option because most of the Islands
are mangrove thickets and beaches are pretty much found
only at the specified sites.

So, early on check out NPS publications and charts.
Early logistical planning is particularly important be-
cause the 10,000 Islands have no water.  By no water, I
mean there is absolutely no drinking water not even
brackish gunk that can be filtered.  Since most people must
drink, groups must carry all drinking water in their boats
and should plan on at least a gallon per person per day.

For those who haven't done this, I recommend buying
the 2.5 gallon water bladders sold at REI.  Much larger
volumes become cumbersome and difficult to stow.  You
can refill on water partway through the trip by paddling

back to the ranger station (consider this while planning).
Regarding culinary logistics, don't even consider

making major purchases in Everglades City.  The second
word in the name is not a modifier as used by the Bureau
of Census.  Everglades City has no grocery stores; the
closest ones are in Naples about an hour back towards
Atlanta.

One final word on logistics, don't forget about those
hematophagous insects.  Bring lots of 40% DEET and some
antihistamines (e.g., benadryl) to treat the after-effects of
those that penetrate the repellent perimeter.

A final suggestion, anyone planning to do any serious
extended paddling trips off the South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida or Alabama coasts will find the camping much
more enjoyable if they carry a large mosquito net pavilion
as deck cargo and use it for to cook and eat in.

When planning for this trip, remember that because
of their nature, navigation through a maze of mangrove
islands is not idiot-proof.  Detailed sets of charts accompa-
nied by a compass are essential.  There are two choices,
NOAA nautical charts or USGS topographic maps.

I prefer USGS topographic maps for coastal naviga-
tion because they show land features, which are absent
from nautical charts.  In contrast to groceries, maps and
charts are available at many stores in Everglades City.
However, rather than buying hard copies, I prefer the
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama USGS
topographic series, available on CDs at REI.

Over all, CDs are cheaper and more convenient than
an accumulation of individual paper charts.  I use a
computer to overlay UTM grids, calculate distances, plot
waypoints, and they allow me to print out maps of varying

Picnic Key beach (at low tide), the mosquito net pavilion we
used to cook and eat in, and the vegetation backing.  Note the
high tide line.

A distant shot of the Kingston Key Chickee.  Two parties (one
on either end) can use it.  The outhouse is on its own walkway.
We had it to ourselves so used one end for tents the other for
cooking.
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detail on realistic-size water-proof paper.
If your navigation skills are rusty, brush up; if they

are nonexistent, get a GPS and learn to use it.  Even if your
coastal piloting is really good, you should still bring along
a GPS if you have one, because even the Hawk got "a mite
confused" on the way back and took the group on a 3-mile
(6 round trip) visit up the wrong inlet.

How could the Hawk screw up navigation?  Simple,
he wasn't really paying attention, and even had he been
attentive, these coastal islands are fluid in shape, indi-
viduality, and even in existence.  Not all islands shown on
a chart surveyed in the 70s or 80s will still be there in the
21st century and some new ones will have cropped up.

One more thing on navigation, please use any off-
shore paddle as a learning experience and wean yourself
from the GPS.  Coastal and land navigation are art forms
that every serious (and even casual) wilderness boater
needs to indulge in.  Take bearings, triangulate your
position, track your course, and use the GPS as needed for
confirmation.  Coastal navigation from map and compass
comprises an integral part of sea kayaking and the better
you understand it the happier you will be when your GPS
falls overboard, the batteries run out of poop, or they
corrode.

Finally, those who haven't done this sort of thing
need to think about tides.  Remember that the ocean rises

and falls twice a day.  Tides are not huge in Florida, but
they cause currents that can be either annoying or helpful.
Try to paddle out from the put-in on an ebb tide, back to the
take-out as the tide floods, and if you're fighting a tide use
shore eddies.

Tides also cause the 10' wide crystalline beach you
landed on in the evening to become a 100' quagmire the
next morning as you prepare to launch.  Alternatively, you
may wonder where your boats went if you happened to
land at low tide and forgot to pull them far enough up the
beach or didn't secure them.  You can purchase tide tables
for each trip or get a CD of tides and currents from
Noveltec as I do.

Enough preambles, let's paddle for a week.  We got
started on our first day seven mile trip to Picnic Key at
about 13:00 from the Everglades City NPS HQ.  The tide
was falling, NW wind was 20 mph, and seas were 2 to 3'
with light chop.  The first mile or so to Indian Key Pass
crosses Chokoloskee Bay and mirrored the weather.  The
Pass is well buoyed and runs through mangrove islands.

We elected to avoid the wind and waves by taking a
photogenic route meandering between neighboring is-
lands to Picnic Key rather than the direct path via Indian
Key.  Picnic Key's beach has a western exposure and
landing heavily laden boats would be interesting were seas
really running.  Tiger Key, just a bit to the northwest,

Left:  My brother Bob in the
boat with Barb and others
fixin' to get gear from him.
You can see the high water
line on the ladder and also
understand how my boat
got wedged under the
chickee at high tide.

Right:  Barb in her bug suit.
Yes the mosquitoes at Rab-
bit were this bad
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should be considered as plan B in such circumstances.
The beach at Picnic Key runs 300' or so in length and

is backed by sea oats, palms, and sea grape trees.  Picnic
Key is so named because in the old days Chokoloskee
Island residents used to visit it in the fall to picnic while
harvesting grapes to make jam.  An outhouse is located at
the northern end of the beach.

The next morning we got a leisurely start because
maximum tide was at 10:30 and we only had three miles
to paddle to next camp site at Kingston Key.  Remember
what I said in the preceding paragraph about an interest-
ing landing if the seas were running?  Although not truly
monstrous, surf was lightly breaking on the beach, "inter-
esting" is in the eyes of the beholder, and with the excep-
tion of the Hawk, no one in the group had ever launched
fully laden boats in waves before.  It took 45 minutes and
one tip-over to get the group offshore.

We went a mile or so and had lunch on the protected
beach at the northeastern tip of Indian Key, then contin-
ued on to the chickee just off Kingston Key.  Chickees are
camping platforms supported about a foot above neap tide
level.  Chickee derives from the Calusa Indians, who well
before Columbus often lived on open raised platforms with
palmetto thatched roofs.

The Kingston chickee was originally built as a dock,
but the island moved, so a roof and toilet were added and
it was extended to support two parties of three tents each.
Chickees are great because they avoid many of the insects
that populate beach sites and because you don't have to
sweat raccoons and rats.  They are less than great if you
have to unload at low tide when your boat's 3' below the
deck.

We unloaded at low tide and discovered a second

drawback in the middle of the night.  Attentive readers will
recall that low tide is followed by high tide, and I forgot to
mention that our trip occurred during a full moon with its
attendant spring tides.  A chickee at night is fantastic and
the gentle lapping of water against pilings helped lull us to
sleep.  The soothing thump, thump, thump that began
around 02:00 didn't particularly bother me until I felt
something pulling on my great toe through the tent.  It was
my brother.

"What in God's name are you doing?  It's the middle
of the night and I was asleep."

"The tides up, your boat's sinking under the chickee,
and I can't get it out."

That got my attention!  My 22' Chesapeake tandem
has around a foot of freeboard at the bow, the bow had
drifted under the chickee, and the tide had risen about 3'
trapping the bow.  Indeed, the stern was 6" or so in the air
and rising like the Titanic before its fateful plunge.  Both
of us had to jump up and down on the bow to free it.

These technical details aside, Kingston is beautiful,
so we spent two nights there.  The chickee is about 100'
from the Key and the water's only 4' deep at high tide, so
it's easy to wade over to it.  Just remember to wear shoes
because the soft gooey bottom conceals a mine field of
oyster encrusted rocks, is thick with rays (we watched at
least 10 of them feeding both nights), and you'll need shoes
while exploring the Key.

Kingston Key surrounds a large lagoon that teems
with pelicans, herons, egrets, and osprey and it's relatively
easy to sneak up on them through the trees and get some
great telephoto shots.  I explored the lagoon the first
afternoon and shot three rolls of film.

The second day my brother and I paddled five miles
back to NPS headquarters to replenish our water, and the

Taken from the campsite at Rabbit Key shooting across the
lagoon to the neighboring island.  The womenfolk have hiked
across the horse shoe crab fornicatorium to get to this beach.

Our campsite at the northeastern tip of pavilion.  Boats are
just above high tide line.
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women planned to explore in more detail.  The water run
was great because the tide was rising and a brisk wind was
at our backs.

Wait, why did the Hawk say the women "planned" to
explore and why even mention a sea breeze?  Well, we gave
no never mind to the 30 mph wind gusting to 40 and didn't
even consider that it presaged a thunderstorm, which we
had heard predicted on my VHF radio NOAA weather
channel the preceding evening.

Indeed, the storm didn't hit the "city" until that
afternoon.  But it hit the outer islands about an hour after
we had departed, and our honeys spent most of the day
trying to hold the tents down (you are not allowed to nail
them to the chickee) while simultaneously trying to get the
rain flies on.

We paddled back through the thick of the storm, were
more than disappointed at the lack of greeting upon our
safe return, and cracked up at the sight that greeted us.

All of this was of course just a fond memory the next
morning when we cast off for the 6.3 mile open water direct
shot to Rabbit Key.  Winds were still up, a moderate sea
was running, and we had a blast alternatively surfing and
blasting through waves.

Rabbit Key's beach has an eastern exposure, opens
onto an intimate cove, and is completely sheltered from the
seas.  Entry is over a sandbar to the adjoining island, and
this sandbar serves as the local horseshoe crab
fornicatorium.  This time I'm not exaggerating, the bar
was completely coated with copulating horseshoe crabs.

The camping beach is fairly narrow with talcum
powder consistency crystal white sand, is backed with
grass and mangrove, and once again NPS has provided a
toilet.  A tiny rill drains a pond in the center of the island.
Oh, I almost forgot the one drawback that the pond should

have alerted you readers to.  Rabbit Key's blood thirsty
insect population epitomizes the reason boating season
ends in May.  They were bad!!!

No matter, Rabbit was well worth one night and the
next day was a simple four mile paddle to Pavilion Key.  We
could have done another straight shot but elected instead
to meander through the adjoining islands, and I highly
recommend this route.  We stopped at several small
beaches and saw sea turtles, manatee, tons of dolphin,
osprey, anhinga, pelicans, egrets and several variety of
gulls.

Then in the early afternoon we reached Pavilion Key,
the most spectacular of the trip, and stayed there two
nights.  Pavilion's northern exposure beach is almost a
mile long, had minimal insects (minimum is relative so we
still used the cooking/eating shelter), was carpeted with
terns and gulls, contained at least four active osprey nests
(with nestlings), swarmed with pelicans, held a surfeit of
shells and other interesting beachcombing treasures, and
also had two fully stocked and immaculate toilets.

For birders, we also saw killdeer, marbled godwit,
sanderlings, and semi-palmated plover.  Even better the
scenery, other than us it was completely deserted!  Rac-
coons were a minimal annoyance and we amused our-
selves in the evenings watching them feast on horseshoe
crabs in the purple glow of the setting sun.

We could easily have spent several days on Pavilion,
but we had exhausted 20 rolls of film, filled-up two digital
camera memory cards, water was running low, and I had
the Neuroimmunology Research Society to worry about.
Therefore, after the second night we headed back 12 miles
via Rabbit Key Pass to Chokoloskee Island and hitched a
ride the remaining three miles back to Everglades City.

Getting to Everglades City is about as straightfor-
ward as any trip I've described.  Just get on I-75 south and
drive 670 miles to Naples.  Then, just after the interstate
turns east into Alligator Alley, take the first exit and
continue another 20 miles or so to Everglades City.  If you
aren't up to 12 hours straight driving, spend a night in
Tampa and you'll finish your journey by noon the next day.
Directions in Everglades City are not necessary.

I recommend staying at the Ivey House, 107 Camellia
Street, 239.695.3299, www.iveyhouse.com before and af-
ter your trip.  Staff are knowledgeable concerning kayaking,
it's a good place to file your float plan, breakfast is included
with your room, and they sell charts, repellent and other
goodies.

The local Ace Hardware also deserves a visit.  You
can leave your vehicle at the NPS visitor center where you
launched.  You may wish to consider leaving a shuttle
vehicle at Chokoloskee Island.

When I said that the Pavilion Key beach was teeming with
shorebirds, I was not exaggerating.
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Paddling the Mississippi from
the Headwaters to the Gulf
Part 6: Greenville, Mississippi to The End
by Carly Reiter
This is the last installment of a 6 part series about a solo
canoe trip down the entire Mississippi River (Carly adopted
a cat along the way, but the cat didn't paddle, so I guess
it was still a solo trip).  The article consists of email
messages Carly sent from various libraries, lap tops and
internet cafes along the way on her "way kewl" adventure.
WARNING: May contain subjuct matter and language
that some may find offensive.  Enjoy....

I'm not sure which is more pathetic: Me being so
starved for human contact that I repeatedly listened to the
computerized voice on my weather radio and imagined it
was NPR — the temperature became the news, the wind
forecast was the main story, and any mention of rain
turned into a major scandal.  That, or me watching Coyote
George play with an enormous cockroach for a full 92
minutes.  I actually counted.  Either way, it was obvious I
had been on the river way too long.

The last stretch surprised me by being the most
isolated of the trip.  I only met one person in the 300 or so
miles from Greenville to Baton Rouge.  One.  But that
doesn't mean I was out there all by myself.  Deer hunting
season was in full force on both sides of the river and the
woods were practically flooded with
trigger happy coonbillies (the local
term for swamp hicks).

At one point I actually chose to
camp on the grounds of the famed
Angola State Penitentiary, the reality
of being mistaken for a deer much greater than raped or
murdered by an escaped convict.

The one guy I did meet, though, more than made up
for my having to hold intellectual conversations with a cat.

I've always enjoyed telling people the reason I like to
travel so much is because I'm part Romanian Transylvanian
Gypsy, even though I have to seriously doubt the truth to
my grandfather's words.  If I really am a gypsy, it's
probably only a pinky's worth.  But this guy, who I never
even learned his name, was a real life, honest-to-goodness
gypsy.  I think.  He never actually used that word, but
everything he said and did added up to him being one.

He had no tent, no stove, a single pair of grimy
clothes, very little food, and what sounded like no money
whatsoever.  I tried and tried and tried to learn all about
this mystery man as we paddled together, but really only
succeeded in picking up that he was Irish and had been
wandering around the States for about 3 years, visiting

family while picking up odd jobs whenever and wherever
he could.

He said he learned to kayak by trial and error as he
made his way up the Maine coast from Portland to the
Canadian border.  Then he found a ride to Hannibal and
had been flying downriver ever since in an attempt to
outrun winter.  I hoped that was all he was running from.

We decided to camp together that night.  He imme-
diately started to annoy me when he announced that my
holey tent was "relying on technology" too much for him.  I
guess he thought he was tougher than me because he slept
in a makeshift cave carved into the muddy embankment.

There was definitively no envy on my part.  If he
wanted to revert back to the Age of the Dinosaurs, fine
with me.  But that arrogant smirk of his really did piss me
off.  So when the rain started later that evening, real
dumping rain with winds slashing it in all directions, I
confess that I was kind of happy.  And I admit that I waited
longer than I should've to invite the guy into my tent,
especially since he was even nastier smelling sopping wet
than his earlier self.

Yes, theft, rape and murder did cross my mind as I
looked over at that nappy man sleeping closer to me than
many married couples ever get, but my gypsy turned out
to be a good one — I woke up the next morning totally
unviolated.  Now I can say that I slept with a real gypsy,
even though we didn't really SLEEP together, we just slept

together.
The funniest part about that

whole encounter was how astounded
he was at the fact that I was actually
reading a book in the tent.  Appar-
ently, that was just way too civilized

for his caveman self.
This trip has really proven my point that traveling

alone as a woman is not as dangerous as everyone thinks
it is.  In fact, being a woman turned into a huge advantage
throughout my 4 months on river.  People were admittedly
much more open to helping me than they would've been if
I was of that other sex.

It really is amazing to think back on how often
complete strangers took me into their houses, picked up
my hitchhiking butt, loaned me their expensive house-
boats and yachts, and even boldly handed me the keys to
their cars to fetch supplies.  River people are great.  And
it sure is hard to be pessimistic about Americans, and
people in general, when all you meet are nice ones.  So
much for all of those cheating, lying, up-to-no-good ass
holes that the news makes us believe are out there popu-
lating faster than rabbits in wire cages.

I have been off the river for over 2 weeks now.  I

River people are great.  And it sure
is hard to be pessimistic about
Americans, and people in  general,
when all you meet are nice ones.
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finally found a stopping point within sight of the many
smokestacks of Baton Rouge, but much nicer than actually
finishing the trip by trespassing on some oil refinery and
spending the weekend in another brothel.  My finish line
turned out to be cute little antiquing town of St. Francisville,
Louisiana.  I was rewarded for all of my hard work by
finding a cute little cabin for the weekend, a very friendly
coffee shop, and an enormous 18th Century cemetery full
of 100-year-old live oak trees draped in Spanish moss that
turned out to be a perfect playground for Coyote George.

It was in St. Francisville that my trusty boat will live
out his retirement by guiding a newfound friend and his
young kids through the Mississippi backwaters.  I still
can't believe I gave him away, especially after bringing me
2200 miles — all without tipping.  Only once did he let
water over the gunwales, and that was totally my fault by
allowing a few breaking waves to hit us broadside.

He was a great boat.  However, 120 days of abuse
really caught up to him and by the end of the trip his guts
were practically hanging out.  He was definitively on his
last legs.  I still feel like a traitor, though, when I explain
to people that I gave him away in exchange for a ride into
the city.  I do imagine that I probably could've gotten $100,
maybe $200 for him if I shopped around a bit, but simply
giving him away to a loving family sure felt right.

Coyote George and I completed the journey by follow-
ing the levee road as far South as it went in a boring rental
car.  It really was a letdown to end the trip that way — it
sure felt like I was cheating.  But each time I got out of the
car and climbed that levee to take a peek at what I was
missing, I was very grateful I stopped when I did.

At one point I saw two fully-loaded 48 barge tows
passing each other, with an ocean tanker zooming down-
stream in between (those things can fly!) AND an oil
refinery on one bank guarded by at least 100 empty barges
lining the bank, a fleet that was sometimes as deep as 15
barges, AND a sleeping tanker anchored near the other
shore.  There is no way I would've paddled in that mess.
None.  I have no idea how others have done it.  They were
idiots if you ask me.

I survived and, against all odds, so did Coyote George
the Riverpig.  I certainly had my doubts about whether the
kid would live through the trip.  At first I worried about
him falling out, but all of those worries were appeased
after I got smart and outfitted the boat for a cat.

The main thing that helped Coyote stay alive was
lining the gunwales with a 1/4 inch-thick foam tape and
then covering that with duct tape (duct tape really does
bind the universe together).  That contraption helped the
little guy secure his footing so much that he eventually got
so comfortable that he would jump from one gunwale, clear

over to the other — in rough water.
Of course he wasn't immune to slipping, but the

combination of tapes held strong enough for him to catch
himself with a claw or two and pull his wet mop of a body
back into the boat.  Amazingly, he did not fall in once after
I lined those gunwales.  Now all I need to do is teach him
how to paddle white water.

Coyote George seems to be adjusting to life off the
river better than I am.  He took to the car like a pro and
acted like a total rock star at a state park campground by
chasing an armadillo around a picnic table to the laughter
of a crowd of campers.  He casually sat on the bar of a very
cool restaurant and drank a shot of half and half.

He immediately took over my mother's house in
Tallahassee, literally bouncing off the walls with excite-
ment at the sight of another cat until he scared the old
Persian into a life spent outside.  He crawled in the
refrigerator and hung out in the chill for a while, climbed
in the shower with me WHILE IT WAS RUNNING, took
a bath with my unsuspecting sister, climbed up the inside
of the brick chimney — twice (he actually needed a bath
after that), knocked anything not nailed down off of the
mantel and each and every dresser in the house, and
generally prompted my mother into calling him Coyote
George the Terror.

But to me he has developed into more of a Coyote
George, Houdini.  He has learned how to open the zipper
to his cage in a matter of seconds, unzip both zippers on my
tent, and somehow crack open the door to my mom's
bedroom without even breaking a whisker.  I know he
would drive anyone else insane with his antics, but I can't
get enough of the guy.

I may be homeless, unemployed, and nearly broke —
again — but I have absolutely no regrets about choosing
this life.  It isn't for everyone (the uncertainty is bound to
wear normal people down) but I thrive in it.  My life really
is charmed.

Once again I have gotten lucky by scoring myself a
New Hampshire ski condo for a few months so I can
struggle in private through putting all of these memories
down on paper.  I have no doubts that the writing part is
going to be much more difficult than the paddling.  That's
scary.

Until next time, Carly and Coyote George the Riverpig.
- From "The Cruiser" — newsletter of the Canoe Cruisers
Association of Washington, DC.

"This is one reason I love kayaks — when your
engine's dead, there's really nothing left to worry
about.  : )

    - Erik Baard.
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Bull Sluice
by Matt Rosenberger
© www.loshombresdelrio.com.

The first time I encountered Bull Sluice I took a
photograph.  Walked down the access trail from the South
Carolina side and snapped a pic.  I knew it by reputation,
"Bull Sluice" being a classic name for a rapid on a classic
white water river, the Chattooga.

I could see hulking house-sized boulders rising up on
the Georgia side with kayakers in spray skirts clambering
around, checking out the lines, but from where I was
standing, it really didn't seem like much.  A straight drop,
class II+ rapid to get into the pool above it — a little pushy,
but nothing I hadn't done.

I watched kayakers eddying in the pool, pointing to
the big rock in the middle.  "Decapitation Rock" it was
called, water pouring off its nose, picture perfect.  I
watched most of them run to the left of Decap, straight
down from the pool and over the drop.  No muss, no fuss,
no problem.  The ones that ran the Georgia side disap-
peared from view.  Some reappeared bottom up below.
Some didn't, and they seemed very happy.  Still didn't look
like much to me.

Next time I met the Bull was at the end of my first run
of Section 3 of the Chattooga.  I had made it thru Dick's
Creek, The Narrows, Second Ledge and Painted Rock,
snapped a treasure trove of pix, over saturated all my
senses, and after six beautiful, remote and challenging
hours, "all of a sudden" there I was, standing on the

Checking out the boaters running the Bull from the South Carolina side.  - Photo by Joe "Pepe" Paban.
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Georgia boulder, canoe secure 50 yards upstream, staring
down into the Bull.  It looked completely different.

Ten feet separated me from Decap Rock — ten feet of
boiling white froth sluicing down between two four foot
drops, with a violent change of direction in between.  From
this perspective, Bull Sluice suddenly seemed like...  much.
The white noise roar was loud enough that talking to
someone was helped along by eye contact followed by a
little dance between mouth and ear, and you could see a
little rainbow flicker in the aerosol mist that rose up from
the roil.

I tried to visualize myself right in the middle of it all,
but even my imagination seemed to prefer the safety of the

Horace Writes Home to Mama
Dear Mama Sheahat,

I'm writing from Elkhorn City, Virginia, where I am
wrapping up a couple days of rest and relaxation from my
high stress job at Entergy keeping the southwest powered
up.  I had a really bad day just before I left.  The Veep called
an emergency meeting because he heard about the plans
to improve the rapids at Rockport into a world class white
water play spot.  This dude hates kayakers, due to an
unfortunate incident in his childhood.  We had been
working on deciding which nuclear plant to run, but it was
finally decided that we would open all the flood gates at the
lake draw-down and see if we could flush the river clean.
We'll see, but I don't think it will work.

Finally got away and hooked up with my good bud-
dies Fish and Ted and blasted up the Interstate for
Maryland and the Upper Yough.  We made pretty good
time because we never stopped.  Ted had strapped a 55
gallon drum to the top of his Explorer full of gas and he
made us pee in a bottle in the car.  We managed to average
85 mph and we would have done better except we slowed
to 65 when we changed drivers for safety reasons.  We
arrived in Friendsville just in time to jump on the river at
Noon on Friday.  Our Texas buddy Bone air dropped in to
join us.

I really enjoyed paddling the Upper Yough.  It was
pretty rocky and continuous, which caused me to paddle
more cautiously than I usually do because I had left my
helmet in the shuttle car.  No problem really and I think
after the stitches come out and the hair grows back the
scars will hardly be noticeable.  Bone did great in his little
play boat until we got to Triple Drop and National Falls.
Triple Drop reminded me of an escalator dropping two
stories down into a white water maul.  This leads you
directly into a terminal hydraulic that forms National
Falls.

Bone entered left, worked right, splatted a huge rock,
spun and threw a cartwheel into the maw of the hole while
flashing a peace sign to the crowd.  Even I was impressed
with the dude.  Not bad for a Texican, but he missed the
blunt move at the undercut that I easily nailed and failed
to execute the double loop move in the hole, so I'd only give
him a five.

By now we have attracted quite a crowd around us
and so Fish gathered them all up in the eddy and began to
regale them with one of his stories of heinous white water
glory from days of old.  Everyone was encouraged to visit
www.ozarkpages.com for pictures and more detail.  Once
they realized that this was "The Fish" a great cheer rose up
from the throng and he was carried off on their shoulders
to enjoy barbequed chicken sandwich heaven.

Back to the run.  After National Falls we ran the left
line at Heizerling.  At the bottom the local dudes said that
nobody goes left there.  The last guy who went left never
came out.  It was then that I noticed this white bone looking
thing jammed in Ted's grab loop.  I pulled it out and tossed
it aside, thinking nothing more of it.

The rest of the run was fairly uneventful except for all
these local dudes who kept offering to carry our boats and
give us beer and stuff if we would just let them go with us
to the Gauley.  So we had to get outa town fast.  Guess that's
why they call it Friendsville.

Bone was driving when we sailed through
Summersville at about 2 AM.  I would have thought all the
cops were asleep at that time, but it was not to be.  Got
pulled over by the Sheriff himself.  Said we were doing
better than 60 mph over the limit and he asked us if we had
flipped him the bird.  Bone insisted that he had not, and I
asked him what kind of vehicle it was that had done this.
Old Sheriff Bohunk said it was one just like ours.

Well he and I had some words right then and there
and it got pretty heated, but when he found out we were
like brothers because we were both sons of bitches, well

ledge I was standing on.  Watching a few decked boats and
one canoe make the run, I soon saw the preferred approach
is perpendicular — you start out in South Carolina and
aim straight for Georgia as you go over the first drop — the
river will grab you and take you right down the state line.

I stayed a while memorizing features and angles and
staring down into the foam, taking a few close pictures
zoomed in on the graceful chaos below me, and then pulled
my canoe over a bunch of rocks and called it a great day.
Yep, I was ready for the Bull....  next time....
- From the web site www.loshombresdelrio.com.  Check
out the site for more pictures, and for other river essays.
Web site construction by Joe "Pepe" Paban.
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you'd a thunk it was old home week at the class reunion.
He took us home to meet the wife and kids, put us up and
fed us breakfast in the morning and then ran shuttle for us
in the squad car.

The Gauley was running the normal 2800 cfs when
we got there, so I sauntered up to the powerhouse to talk
to the Super.  Turns out it was the dude that used to be
plant manager up at the Russellville nuke plant.  We were
old buds from way back.  After catching up on old times
some, he agreed to open one of the tubes and go to full
power on the hydro plant.  I carried my boat up to the top
of the tunnel and when they opened the tube I jumped on
the water spout and threw some cartwheels.  It was great.
Just goes to prove that it's good to have a few dam friends.

Pillow Rock is the only rapid of any significance on
the Gauley.  Fish said it was just a dark place with lots of
bubbles, but he did manage to hit his roll after he washed
over Volkswagen rock.  I saw Ted talking with these dudes
from California and pretty quick he came back down the
hill with this surfboard.  We argued some but I managed
to get the board from him and ran up and jumped on it at
the top of the drop.

Now, I've never stood on a surfboard before and so I
found it kinda tricky.  But I managed to nail a side surf in
the upstream middle hole and do a 360 full air flip out the
end onto the main tongue feeding the pillow.  I threw this
big splat move on the pillow and cart-wheeled down the
maw to the Toilet Bowl where I melted down and lost the
surfboard.  I felt kinda bad about losing the dude's surf-
board so I tossed him a $20 and told him to go buy another
one.

We got off the Gauley at dark and carried our boat up
the Panther Creek trail to the car.  Ted whined the whole
way up about how steep it was and how heavy his boat is
and so I told him to shut up and wise up and quit carrying
that heavy wet throw bag, first aid kit and all those ropes
and pulleys and 'biners; we never use that stuff anyway.
What a wuss.  I waited for nearly an hour before he limped
up that short 2 mile trail.  We finally got on the road and
drove to the Russell Fork.

We pulled into the campground at Breaks Interstate
Park.  We discussed it and after the steep drive down hill
decided they should call this place "No Brakes" cause
that's what we had at the bottom.  After a while the flames
went out and the front wheels quit smoking.  The ranger
dude was about to leave as it was nearly 10 PM (we made
great time from the Gauley).  Ted asked him how much for
a campsite.  It was $8 which we thought was great
considering we had been paying $14 to $18 at these other
parks.

Then the ranger dude says, plus $7 per tent and

vehicle and that comes to $36 each.  Ted spit and sputtered
some and turned and walked away.  Well Bone, Fish and
I looked at each other, and clearly if it was to be, it was up
to me.  So I grabbed the dude by the scruff of the neck, held
him up to the light and said, "Boys, how do you like your
ranger, fried or stuffed?"  It was then that he determined
a mathematical error had been made and we camped for
free.

The Russell Fork starts out kinda slow; the first
wimpy drop is called Tower.  You have to boof a ten foot
ledge into the worst part of a big hole then you get spit out
to the left into a big pin rock that you spin off the pillow to
the right or you'll get sucked backward into an undercut
ledge.  We caked it with no problem, of course.

Fist is a class III drop that feeds a hungry undercut
on the left.  Fish, Ted and Bone elected the Arky move on
the right jumping the 8 foot ledge onto the rocks, but
avoiding the death cut.  In the middle right blocking the
right line is a pretty rooster tail rock.  So I demonstrated
how to launch over the rooster tail and do 270 twist into the
eddy.

The next drop is called Maze, but it should be called
Mouse House because you enter this complex set of boul-
ders that obliterate all view of the rapid and like a mouse
in a maze find your way to the bottom.  The problem is the
blind turns lead into undercut boulders and rock sieves.
Josh Workman was there and he was showing the boys the
line by saying just follow me, and then disappearing
around a rock.

I elected to run the whole thing backwards, and to
make it interesting I removed my spray skirt and placed
it over my helmet so I could not see.  Kinda Zen boating.  It's
really easy; you just listen for the sound of the water
crashing and paddle toward it.

El Horrendo looked like the big one, but turned out
to be pretty benign.  The whole river drops about 20 feet
over this sloping ledge into a complex of exploding holes.
It looks like you would get trashed pretty hard in the
terminal hole at the bottom, but I tossed a few ends and a
loop in it without so much as needing my nose clips.  We
wrapped up on what the locals call class Vs, Climax and
Triple Drop; I don't know about that but I would rate them
at least class III.

We loaded up at the bottom and headed into Elkhorn
City and something to eat as we really had not eaten since
we left Little Rock 3 days ago, except for some old cheese
crackers we found under the back seat cushions of the
Explorer and a Power Bar that Ted had in his dry bag
dated May 1999.  When we got to Elkhorn City they were
having this big sports festival.  Baseball, football and
barbeque, the big three.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
TO PLACE AN AD - Want ads of a
non-business nature are free to dues-
paid GCA members.  Business-related
and non-member ads are $5.00 for up
to 50 words, $10.00 for larger.  Send
your type-written ad to: Allen Hedden,
2923 Piedmont Dr., Marietta, Ga.
30066, or email to gacanoe@mindspring
.com.  PLEASE, NO PHONED-IN OR
HAND-WRITTEN ADS.  All ads will be
run for two issues unless otherwise
requested.
FOR SALE - Cataraft.  Haynes and
Gina Johnson are selling one of their
babies.  Aluminum frame with Vista
Recreation vinyl tubes.  Has minicell
canoe saddle and thigh braces.  Great
for nervous boaters!!!  Weighs 60 lbs +/
-.  Great way to scout rivers.  Easily
maneuverable. $600.  Come try it out.
770.971.1542.
FOR SALE -  Equipment.  1.  Stern
kayak float bags (two) 48 inches for full
size kayak.  Excellent condition.  New
cost $40.  Asking $20 for both.   2.
Patagonia Lotus river shoes (high top
play boots).  Men's size 10.  Hardly ever
used as my new kayak is too small to
wear shoes.  New cost $75.  Asking $30.
Call Hank Klausman 770.587.0499.
FOR SALE - Flotation Bags, vinyl -
Perception brand.  Stern bag 58" length,
center bag 52" Length, bow bag 28"
length.  Grey colors.  All for $60.  Con-
tact Don at 770.262.7345 or 678.455
.9151.  Email drparker36@aol.com.
FOR SALE - Kayak, paddle, skirts.  I:3

221 kayak paddled by my son 1 year.
$600.  Werner Player 192 on 45 deg.
right hand $125.  Three skirts, 1 med.
1 large, 1 x-large, $60 each.  Call Joe
Webb 770.954.9609 or 678.986.2048.
FOR SALE - Kayak, Necky Jive river
running kayak ($250).  Dagger Medi-
eval play boat kayak, paddle, and skirt
($550).  Call Corey @770.740.6537.
FOR SALE - Kayak and gear - com-
plete white water outfit, Dagger RPM,
Lotus PFD, Werner paddle, Wildwater
helmet, Perception spray skirt, various
dry and spray tops, all above purchased
new.  $700 OBO.  Call 404.790.4204
between 8 am and 9 pm or email
grickthomas@mindspirng.com.
FOR SALE - Kayak, Dagger Magellan
Touring / Sea Kayak  - 16' 6" with
rudder.   Light Purple.  Stable, classy
boat.  Like new.  Comes with paddle,
pfd & cockpit cover.  $800.
706.698.1328.
FOR SALE - Kayak, Feathercraft
(Canada's Best) K-1 Folding Sea Kayak
.  16' 6" with rudder.  Teal.  Fits in the
trunk of a Honda.  Only on Lanier once.
Like new.  Comes with wheeled cart,
pfd and skirt.  On the web see:
Feathercraft.com.  $4000 new, Sell
$2000.  706.698.1328.
HELP WANTED - Yes, the GCA needs
your help.  We need members to serve
on committees, label and mail newslet-
ters, etc.  Call 770.421.9729, leave a
message.
WANTED - Canoe.  Mohawk Probe 12

I slipped into the lineup and hit a home run with the
bases loaded and then trotted over to the local high school
football game to see what was up.  I was standing near the
end of the goal line when I saw the football coming my way.
So I caught it and took off.  Two or three big guys tried to
tackle me at the 10 yard line but I stiff armed one of 'em
and ran over the others and sprinted into the end zone.
Turns out that was the end of the game, with no time on the
clock and the home team down by 5.

Everyone was so happy that I won the game for them
and I was carried off the field to the barbeque.  There I was
introduced to the Homecoming Queen, Bucktooth Betty.

Mom, I'm in love and the wedding will be next week.  Hope
you can make it.  You'll like Betty, she's real pretty, her
father's the Mayor and she's been Homecoming Queen
every year for the past 30 years and should graduate this
year.  Looks like I'll have a future here in the used auto
parts industry.

Well, gotta run, it's Noon and the Russell Fork is
starting to happen.

Your Gentle and Loving Son,
Horace.

- From "The Arkansas Paddler" — newsletter of the
Arkansas Canoe Club.

II in good or better condition.  Call Jack
at 770.998.0350.

Eddy Line classified
ads get results!!





2004 GCA INSTRUCTION SCHEDULE & CLINIC INFORMATION
Clinics will be taught by ACA-certified instructors and qualified assistants.  In order to provide individual attention, the maximum

student-to-instructor ratio is 4:1.  Space is limited.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

BASIC WHITE WATER SAFETY
This is not a Swift Water Rescue course, but rather a one-day
safety course focusing on the skills needed to immediately
effect a rescue after an incident has occurred.  It follows the
American Canoe Association's Basic White Water Safety
curriculum and is a full day of learning and practicing simple
safety concepts and rescue techniques.  The morning is
demonstration and land-based exercises including throw ropes.
The afternoon is water-based exercises including self-rescue,
rescue of others, and retrieval of boats and gear.  If you've
never taken a river safety course, or haven't taken one recently,
this is an excellent first course or refresher course.  The only
prerequisite skills are basic paddling techniques such as those
learned in a beginning paddling course.

ADVANCED SWIFT WATER RESCUE
OBJECTIVES: To teach effective skills for white water rescue,
including self rescue techniques, rope handling skills, and
approaches for dealing with boat pinning and entrapment.
Special attention is given to teaching simple, effective skills
that make good use of the limited gear that white water
paddlers can carry.
PREREQUISITES: All paddle craft are welcome.  Students
should be intermediate white water paddlers, capable of
ferrying and catching eddies in class II white water.  They
should be in good physical condition, with strong swimming
skills and no fear of going underwater.  Students should dress
for swimming and prolonged immersion.  All appropriate
personal river gear, plus a throw rope, two carabiners, and 15
feet of 1 inch tubular webbing, should be brought to class.  The
above are excerpts from the ACA outline http://
www.acanet.org/pdf/adv-rescue-6-18.pdf

BEGINNING RECREATIONAL KAYAK:
This is primarily for the 'other' kayak category; ones that are
neither shorter white water kayaks with skirts nor longer sea
kayaks with rudders or skegs.  This includes flat water touring
kayaks (wider kayaks with skirts such as Keowee, Swifty and
Acadia models) and white water sit on tops (such as Torrents)
& inflatable rubber kayaks.  Some don't know they have boats
in this category until they call for white water or sea kayak
classes.  The course will follow the format of the American
Canoe Association 'basic river kayak' course.  See http://
www.acanet.org/sei-river-kayak.htm

SEA KAYAK
These courses are for longer narrow kayaks with rudders or
skegs.  The beginner class is two days of basic strokes,
maneuvers, and rescue skills.  One day is on quiet water, the
second is in mild surf.  The level of instruction will be geared to
the skill level of the participants.  For more information see
http://webpages.charter.net/cramersec/skflyer.html and http://
www.acanet.org/sei-coastal-kayak.htm

BEGINNING FLAT/MOVING WATER CANOE:
For people who have never had a boat on moving water or
want to improve their skills in a basic course.  This is also for
canoes that are not suitable for white water or those who want
an easier class.  Saturday flat water session emphasizing
strokes, safety, self-rescues.  Sunday session on moving water
river.  For more information see the ACA 'basic river canoe'

outline at http://www.acanet.org/sei-river-canoe.htm

BEGINNING YOUTH WHITE WATER:
For younger paddlers 8 to 14 years old who are either just
starting out in white water or have paddled before but are still
at the novice level.  This is a one-day class with a morning lake
session followed by an afternoon river session at a difficulty
level well within the experience and capabilities of the partici-
pants.

BEGINNING WHITE WATER KAYAK & CANOE:
For people who have minimal experience on moving water and/
or have not had recent instruction.  Three-hour evening
classroom session with videos and lectures covering equip-
ment, safety, river features and paddling techniques for tandem
and solo boaters.  Full day Saturday flat water session empha-
sizing strokes, safety, self-rescues.  Full day Sunday session
on moving water river.  You must attend both the dry and flat
water sessions to participate in the white water river portion of
the course.

TRAINED BEGINNER WHITE WATER KAYAK & CANOE:
Participants should have had fairly recent beginner level
instruction and at least 5 days of white water experience after
the instruction.  Participants should be able to do basic
maneuvers on class II rivers (eddy turns, peel outs & ferries).
Polish-up beginner skills, plus bracing and rolling (kayaks).

INTERMEDIATE WHITE WATER KAYAK & CANOE:
Intermediate clinic participants should be comfortable paddling
class II-III white water such as the Nantahala, wish to master
the roll in rapids (kayaks), and learn how to play confidently in
Nantahala-type waves and holes.  Intermediate kayakers
should have a 100% flat water roll and a 50% reliable combat
roll in class II rapids.  Saturday morning lake session working
on strokes and rolls (kayaks) and an afternoon session on a
class II-III river working on turns, surfing, eddy hopping, etc.
Full day Sunday trip on a class II-III river.

ENROLLMENT GUIDELINES

See the registration form (reverse side) for information on GCA
membership, registration, cancellations, refunds and age.

SWIMMING ABILITY:
You must be able to swim and should not panic with your head
under water.  Beginning kayak clinic participants will spend a
lot of time upside down inside their kayaks on the lake.  All
students will practice swimming & self-rescue skills in rapids.

PHYSICAL CONDITION:
White water paddling is a physically and mentally challenging
activity that requires fitness, flexibility, and a positive attitude in
stressful situations.  Kayaking is a high-risk activity for indi-
viduals with a history of shoulder dislocations.  Applicants
should discuss potential physical limitations with the Coordina-
tor before signing up.

EQUIPMENT:
You must furnish all of your own equipment.  You will receive a
detailed list of required and recommended equipment well in
advance of the clinic.

COURSE SCHEDULE, INSTRUCTIONS & REGISTRATION FORM ON REVERSE SIDE



White Water Canoe
+ Trained Beginner

August 28, 29
Coordinator: Pat Hagan (770.393.1420)

 + Intermediate
September 18, 19
Coordinators: Gina & Haynes Johnson
(770.971.1542)

Sea Kayak
Coordinator: Steve Cramer (706.208.8382)

+ Advanced Skills and Maneuvers Clinic
July 10 (local location tbd)

+ Introduction - Charleston, SC
September 25, 26

White Water Kayak
+ Beginner

August 3 (evening), 7,8
Coordinator: Knox Worde (770.475.3022)

+ Trained Beginner
July 31 - August 1
Coordinator: Knox Worde (770.475.3022)

Recreational Kayak
+ Beginner Recreational Kayak (class fee $25)

July 10
August 14
Coordinator: Knox Worde (770.475.3022)

Safety
+ Basic White Water Safety

Coordinator: Brannen Proctor (770.664.7384)
July 17 (1 day - $25)

GCA INSTRUCTION 2004

Registration:  To register for one of these clinics you must be a member of the Georgia Canoeing Association.  For an application
to join the GCA go to the GCA Web Site at http://www.georgiacanoe.org/membship.htm or call 404.421.9729.   Dues are $25.
Classes are $50 per person unless otherwise stated.  To register for a clinic, call the coordinator of the clinic for more information,
including questions on your skill level and/or course objectives.  You will NOT be registered until the coordinator receives this
completed form and a check for appropriate fees.   Please don't wait to register.  All classes are subject to being closed due to
student limits or being rescheduled or canceled if there are insufficient students registered.  Registration closes ten days before
each class due to insurance and planning considerations.

CLINIC __________________________________________________________________________________________________

NAME __________________________________________________________________   AGE  ________    SEX ___________

STREET__________________________________________________________________________________________________

CITY ___________________________________________________  STATE  ________  ZIP ___________________________

PHONE __________________________________ EMAIL _________________________________________________________

ALLERGIES OR PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES  __________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

DISABILITIES OR PHYSICAL PROBLEMS ______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS:
If you wish to cancel or switch to another date, please notify the Clinic Coordinator as soon as possible.  If you cancel at least 10
days before the first class session your fees will be refunded.  After that, refunds will be made only if a replacement is found.
Clinics will be conducted rain or shine.  No-shows and those not completing the full course are ineligible for refunds.

AGE:
If you are under 18, all liability releases must be signed by a parent or guardian, who must also provide suitable power-of-attorney
for medical care.  Except for youth clinics, pre-teens will not be enrolled unless they have had suitable paddling experience in the
Training Director's judgment.






